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The purposes of this investigation were twofold:
1.

To

determine important criteria for making a selection of

course content in general biology.
2.

To

ascertain what should be the content emphasis in

biology for the purposes of general education at the fresh-

man college level.
The

ber

of

literature pertinent to the problem was reviewed.

A

num-

approaches and educational philosophies have been proposed

for the selection of biological course content. Courses have been
developed around:
1.

Topics that frequently occur in newspapers and widely read

magazines
2.

The misconceptions and superstitions of students

3.

Basic concepts fundamental to understanding the discipline

4,

"Significant biological principles" that ramify most widely
into human affairs

5.

Student interests and preferences

6.

Philosophical and historical implications

7.

Textbooks and courses of study

8.

The use of

The subject

of biology

"expert advice"

matter content

recent leading textbooks,

of 20

designed for use in college introductory biology courses was

analyzed, summarized, and classified under

11

broad content areas

that referred to plants, animals, and micro - organisms alike, and
that traversed all levels of biological organization.

Current opinions

of a

random sample of 150 competent research

biologists, college and university teaching biologists, science educa-

tors, and science historians were sought

on the content obtained

from

the 20 textbooks,
The data were collected by means of mailed
The study was divided into three

questionnaires.

parts as follows:

Questionnaire I, the major phase of the study, sought opinions
on content

emphasis, inclusions, omissions, objectives, and

instructional aids

(50

biologists).

Questionnaire II, sought opinions regarding the extent to which
a

modern course for the non -science major should reflect the

recent dependency

of biology on

mathematics

(50

biologists).

Questionnaire III, was concerned with the emphasis to be
placed on the contributions and methodology of men of science.
(40

biologists and ten science historians)

The data were analyzed by means of

descriptive percentages.

The following major conslusions were drawn from the data

obtained in this study:
1.

A

general education course in biology should lead the stu-

dent primarily to appreciate the place and significance of

biology in human culture, and to

a

personal enjoyment

of

the discipline.
2.

No

attempt should be made to acquaint the non -science

major with the fund of biological knowledge accumulated to
date, or to help him to develop an insight into current

biological research, although these goals might be
accomplished to some degree, simultaneously, as the

primary purposes
3.

of the

course are achieved.

The major content emphasis of the course, without

to sequence, should be focused primarily on

regard

environmental

biology.
4.

The second

largest segment

of the

course should be equally

distributed between two content areas:
2)

5.

1)

evolution, and

energetics and metabolism.

Important topics from other content areas that should be

included are:
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
1.

Organic compounds in living systems
Ionic dissociation
Importance of physical and chemical principles in
understanding life
Plant tissue pattern contrasted with the animal plan
Chemical control, animal hormones
Mendelian inheritance
Sex and inheritance
Genes and gene action

Genetics problems
Practical applications of genetics
Cellular aspects of reproduction, mitosis and meiosis
Asexual and sexual reproduction, general features

m. Aging
n, Death
o, The ideas and works of selected biologists -- William
Harvey, Gregor Mendel, Lamarck, and Charles Darwin
6.

Molecular concepts, topics related to nervous control,
biological roots of behavior, systematics (except for general

principles), quantitative concepts, and the historical contributions of most of the biologists, should be de- emphasized.
7.

Topics related to health and disease should not be included
in the biological science course for the non -science major.

laboratory should accompany the course.

8.

A

9.

The content can be

most fruitfully taught by utilizing

a

com-

bination of the "principles" and the "evolutionary" approaches,
10.

Problem solving exercises, collateral readings, summaries,
and audio - visual aids should be utilized to help the students

to obtain the objectives of the course.
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A DETERMINATION AND SELECTION OF BIOLOGY COURSE
CONTENT OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR A FRESHMAN

LEVEL GENERAL EDUCATION COURSE
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Since the launching of the

first Russian Sputnik

American education has undergone

a

in 1957,

tremendous re- evaluation.

Today's accelerated pace of research, aided by new techniques,
to biology a

rapidly chang-

character as discoveries mount one upon another.

The editor of

instruments, and points of view, imparts
ing

Physical Review (Pasternack, 1966) has reported that the number

of

significant documents in the world's technical literature has been

estimated to be over 600,000 in 1961, 900,000 in 1965 and nearly
1,200,000 by 1970.
of this total.

He has

Biology is said to constitute about one- fourth

speculated that it will soon be necessary, for

the specialists who wants to keep up, to read a thousand articles a

day, or, if he is less conscientious, a thousand abstracts, or at a

minimum,

a

thousand titles.

Each new and important discovery is

not a mere addition to our knowledge; it throws our established

beliefs into question, to whatever degree, and forces us to constant

reappraisal. Biology today is not as it was

two or three decades ago,

or even one; it is rapidly evolving from a descriptive to a

2

quantitative science, with interpretations of living phenomena based,

more than formerly, upon mathematics, and the physical sciences.
Obviously then, we must be highly selective in our choice of what

scientific facts, concepts, and principles we present, so that

we may

include the most important developments of the new biology, taking

care to fuse these with the most profound insights of the older biology.
This highly selective approach means that many feasible viewpoints-

-

ecological, molecular, morphological, historical, etc. may claim
validity and equally high merit.

Statement of the Problem
The purposes of this investigation were to

select biology course content of significance for
course at the freshman level in

a

determine and to
a

general education

liberal arts college.

Significance of the Problem
A

critical problem

in colleges and

universities today is the

quality of teaching in introductory courses, especially for freshman,
in biology.
a

The weakness of

freshman level courses can be traced to

number of sources: general education students are

with diverse abilities and professional aims.

a

mixed group,

As it becomes more

difficult to operate an institution financially, educators are increasingly persuaded that Ph.D. 's are too expensive an investment to be

3

used to teach freshman classes; as scholars become more

specialized, they themselves lose interest in the introductory course,

especially those for non - science majors; indeed, they all too readily
abandon teaching of any kind for research (Lippincott, 1966).

Science enrichment programs for gifted junior and senior high school

students, supported by the National Science Foundation, have
strengthened the academic backgrounds

of a

that entering college freshman possess

a

ground than in previous years.

number of students, so

greater diversity in back-

Advanced biology courses, now being

offered in many high schools have led to the practice of adopting
college level introductory textbooks.

1

Consequently, Behnke (1957)

has reported that the trend towards early college entrance prior to
high school graduation, has initiated a parallel trend in the colleges
of placing high school applicants in advanced

courses in accordance

with their performance on college level placement tests.

In an

effort

to cope with this problem, some colleges have now adopted the

Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) high school program at
the freshman level, because of its

greater sophistication than their

own (Hutto, 1965).

1

The author's correspondence with textbook publishers have
confirmed that two leaders among introductory biology textbooks,
Villie, Biology, 1967 and Weisz, Elements of Biology, 1965 have
each been adopted by over 200 high schools.

4

These factors point out the need to reconstruct biology cur-

ricula to bridge the gap between research and teaching, and focus

on

the personal social needs, interest, abilities, and career choices of
the students concerned thus achieving an optimum degree of articula-

tion between high school and college biology courses. This is

especially critical for the general education student for, as Koppelman
(1967) and Laetsch (1967) have indicated, when teaching biology to

everyone, we somehow view the non -major as being unworthy of our

highest efforts. Consequently, the content, structure, and design of
the entire course will reflect this orientation.
The Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological

Sciences (1965b), or CUEBS was established in 1963 to provide leadership and assistance in the upgrading of undergraduate education in the

biological sciences, especially at the college introductory level. It is
one of

several groups

in the

sciences and mathematics supported by

the National Science Foundation.

CUEBS was initiated by the American

Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS) but is currently at an independent
body.

Hall (1965), the first executive director, has reported the role

of CUEBS as follows:

The Commission conceives itself as serving not in a broad
organizing capacity, but rather incisively and if possible,
catalytically. It is not interested in national courses or
curricula at the collegiate level, and believes, and hopes,
the biological community would reject these. It conceives
itself, as of now, as being able to terminate its activities
after a set interval (tentative expiration date, December 31,

5

1968). It will feel justified in going out of existence when it
has incited others to conceive trying to solve the problems
that will still exist 5 or 10 years from now (p. 31 -33).
To achieve its

objectives, CUEBS has developed

ferences, panels,

a

a

program

of con-

consultant's bureau, summer writing projects,

and publications, by means of which ideas regarding course content,

among other aspects, may be disseminated.

Naturally, the emphasis

has been on improvement and modernization, with hypothetical cur-

ricula serving as catalysts for initiating discussions.
Among the

first conferences sponsored

by the Commission on

Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences (1964a; 1964b;
1964c) and the panel on Biology in a Liberal Education (Baker, 1967b),
the participants, in general, were not in favor of separate courses for

the biology majors and non -majors.

The decision was made on the

assumption that any introductory course would be superfluous and,
since BSCS and other advanced high school courses were becoming

more common, general education students might find it more profitable to select one of the core courses designed for majors, and thus

receive training of rigor and depth.

Lack of staff and facilities to

maintain two courses, as well as the fear of the course for non science majors becoming

a

watered down version of the content

offered the majors, when the two courses exist simultaneously, were
cited as other reasons why there should not be separate courses.
The National Academy of Sciences (1958) has also focused

6

attention on the upgrading of introductory biology courses, and has
encouraged widespread curricular revision. Much of its attention has
been focused on biology for the professional.

The initial idea of

having the same course for majors and non -majors has become a

basic issue in biological education, and is now being seriously
challenged.
Baker (1967a) noted that the United States Office of Education
has listed 400, 000 1967 high school graduates who will begin the study
Only 55, 000 of these, however, will ever take a second

of biology.

biology course.

Even this fact does not insure that the student taking

the second course will actually decide to complete his major in

biology.

Therefore, if we are

to have an

enlightened population

capable of making intelligent decisions regarding scientific issues

that have social implications, these facts would justify taking
look at the concept of

a

a

closer

common course for majors and non -majors.

Hypotheses

Specifically, this study is designed to seek information

on the

following hypotheses:
1.

That a course in biology designed to serve general education
goals should lead the student, above all, to an appreciation
of the

place

and to a

End

significance of biology in human culture,

personal enjoyment

of the

discipline.
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That environmental biology should constitute the major

2.

content emphasis for the general education course.
That only minor emphasis should be devoted to molecular

3.

and quantitative concepts, and then, only when they are

actually essential to an understanding of living phenomena.
That even though a formal laboratory can help the non-

4.

science student to gain an insight into the nature

-

of the

scientific process, it is not highly recommended that one
accompany the course.
That it is highly desirable for the non -science student to

5.

become acquainted with how scientists think and work
through a biographical study of their contributions and

methodology.
Meaning of General Education

General education (1960) seeks to prepare men and women for

a

satisying personal life, happy family and social relationships, and

responsible citizenship in

a

free society by acquainting them with our

common cultural heritage, by helping them to integrate the subject

matter

of

related disciplines, and by developing skills, abilities,

attitudes and values which will enable them to cope more effectively
with their personal problems and those of the society in which they

live.

8

General education places emphasis on the common activities

of

men as citizens, workers, and family members, and may be commonly contrasted with specialized education, which seeks to prepare
one for a vocation.

Historically, much

of the

initial support for

general education was generated against specialism and vocationalism.
General education is not always differentiated from liberal education and many writers view the terms as interchangeable. However,

general education (1960) became the preferred term during the
nineteenth century by such eminent educators as Mark Hopkins and

Charles

W.

Elliot.

For the purposes of clarity, the writer will here-

by distinguish between the two

terms.

Liberal education is broader, deeper, and more intensive than
general education. It is reserved for the bright student and in the
face of rapidly expanding knowledge, places heavy emphasis on facts
and subject

matter. General education is reserved - -but not limited

to, the less gifted, and is concerned with ideas and people.

Liberal

education is restricted to a four year post high school period; general
education applies to all levels of education -- elementary through
graduate and professional schools and adult education as well.

Liberal

education is oriented to the development of the intellect; general education is concerned with the whole personality in relation to society.

9

Basic Assumptions
It is assumed that:
1.

There should be a separate course for the non - science major.
The presence of biology majors in the same course,

less of the number, can be

a

regard-

major determinant in the con-

tent, design, and structure of the course.
2.

College and university biologists, administrators, research

scholars, science educators, and science historians are
thought to be in a position by virtue of

their training and

experience to offer judgement on the most important elements
of a
3.

course of study for the non -science major.

The content obtained from a wide sample of recently pub-

lished textbooks can provide

a

partial, though incomplete,

framework for the construction of an instrument by which
the judges can express their opinions regarding content

emphasis and other aspects of

a

general education course.

Procedures
There are several good methods of improving the content of

general education courses in the biological sciences. None
is free from important limitations.

of

these

This study has been performed

with the understanding that a single procedure has been used.

Other
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methods may supplement these findings. It seems desirable, there-

fore, to obtain the best results from each acceptable procedure, and
if

possible, to combine what may have been learned from each, thus

minimizing the limitations of one procedure and multiplying the
evidences regarding the more important elements of
If this point of view is

a

course

of study.

correct and is followed, it will minimize

dogmatic conclusions drawn from the use of any one procedure, or
any one individual's way of working.

social and individual uses

Studies are needed regarding

of biology, as well as

critiques of the

content and methods of existing courses.

Selection and Analysis of Textbooks

From the wide selection of biology textbooks offered for use in
college introductory courses,

were chosen for the study.
two

20 of the

most widely adopted books

The books were selected on the basis of

criteria:

earlier than

1964.

1.

The books must not have been published

2.

They must have been written with the non -science student

in mind, rather than for the biology major exclusively, as

indicated by the author's statement.
An

analysis of the factual and topical content of each book was

prepared. Data obtained from this procedure were utilized in the
construction

of

three questionnaires.
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The Questionnaire Survey
1.

Three questionnaires were used to obtain opinions on the
following problems:
a.

Questionnaire

I, the

major phase of the study, sought

opinions on content emphasis, inclusions, omissions,

objectives, and instructional aids.
b.

Questionnaire II, sought opinions regarding the extent
to which a modern course for the non - science major

should reflect the dependency of biology on mathematics.
c.

Questionnaire III, was concerned with the emphasis to
be placed on the contributions and methodology of men
of

2.

A

science.

random sample of 150 teaching and research biologists,

science educators, and science historians, or

50

per

questionnaire, was selected from the bio- science education
population.
3.

Data obtained from the returned questionnaires were

analyzed and quantified.

The appropriate tables

were then prepared in order to interpret the data and to
check the hypotheses.
4.

The summary, conclusions, and recommendations were

based on the findings of the study.
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Limitation of the Study
This study is limited to:
1.

2.

Responses of

randomly selected biologists as to the

general biology course for the

recommended content for

a

non -science students in a

liberal arts college.

Responses of

importance
3.

50

of

Responses of

50

randomly selected biologists as to the

quantitative concepts in general biology.
40

randomly selected biologists and ten

science historians as to the emphasis to be placed on the
contributions and methodology of men of science in general
biology.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED LITERATURE
The

literature pertinent

The

to the problem is extensive.

Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences
(1964a), has declared that biology can and should make a four part

contribution: It should foster an awareness of the procedural

character

of

science as exemplified through biology;

2) It

should pro-

vide an acquaintance with the fund of biological knowledge

accumulated to date;

3)

It should develop an insight into areas of cur-

rent concern in biological research, and

4) It

should lead to an

appreciation of the place and significance of biology in human culture,
and to a personal enjoyment of the discipline.

Recently, Shawl (1967) noted in an investigation of practices in

colleges
the general education programs of 124 Washington Community

that

a

common weakness in these programs was a lack of direction on

the part of the instructors toward general education goals.

It is pos-

and
sible that a similar problem exists in a number of other colleges

universities.
An analysis of the

research studies

and related course

as described in the literature, revealed that during the past

patterns,
50

years,

eight basic approaches have been used as guidelines for the selection

14

of biology course content, designed to

serve general education goals.

They were:

Newspaper and magazine analysis
2. Determination of misconceptions and superstitions
3. Basic concepts
4. Selection of principles
5. Textbooks and courses of study as indices
1.

Consideration of student interests
7. Historical perspective
8. Use of "expert advice"
6.

Approach

1.

Newspaper and Magazine Analysis

Early investigators sought to determine significant course
content through an analysis of biological items appearing in newspapers
and widely read magazines.

The assumption underlying these investiga-

tions was that the study of biology should enable the student to read

intelligently those publications he would normally read throughout

a

lifetime.
Finley and Caldwell (1923) analyzed 13, 796 pages of newspapers,

representing issues from

11

prominent newspaper for biological

content according to the following categories:
2)

animals, 755;

producers, 81;

articles first

6)

3)

plants, 660;

nature,

health, 897;

1)

4) food, 533; 5)

organization of

74; 7) evolution, 47; 8)

in frequency were also

fictitious, 14. The

first in quantity

of

material.

15

Searle and Ruch (1926) studied

a

sample of the science articles

in a number of magazines covering a ten year period.

Representative

magazines used in the investigation were Science, Scientific Monthly,
The

Literary Digest, Saturday Evening Post, The American, and

others. They found that 62.2%

of the

science articles were about

biology plus an additional 2.4% on agriculture.

articles by biological topics were:
10.

5

%: 3)

6.7 %;

7)

health, 9.2%;

4)

1)

man, 17.

insects, 8.2 %;

5)

The highest ranking
1

%; 2)

mammals,

disease, 7.2%;

6)

food,

respiration, 5.0 %.

Novak (1942) analyzed 1,461 issues of the New York Times and
found that of

15

major science topics appearing in this newspaper, six

were biological in nature; namely health and medicine; animal life;
man and behavior; gardening and agriculture; conservation; and plant

life.

Of the

total science articles in the 75,000 newspaper pages

examined, 50.

5% of

the space was devoted to biology.

De Loach (1941) studied a

that of 56 science articles,
Medicine accounted for

17

41

year's issue

of Life Magazine and found

dealt with the biological sciences.

articles, and zoology was next

in frequency

with ten articles.
Mc Cay (1955) examined 602

articles published

in 1520

issues

of

non - technical periodicals published from 1949 to 1952 to determine the

extent to which

a knowledge of

genetics was needed by the layman for

comprehension, understanding, and appreciation.

He found

that a

16

knowledge of 22 of the basic principles of genetics was needed if the

average citizen were to comprehend the context

of

all genetics

articles in the periodicals.
Approach 2.

Determination of Misconceptions and Superstitions

Another approach to the selection of course content has been to

determine the common misconceptions and superstitions

of

students

about biological topics, assuming that a proper course of instruction
in biology should incorporate content appropriate to changing these

erroneous beliefs.
Vinal (1922) studied the mistaken ideas of young people in 14

different classes ranging from junior high school through college. He
grades
found "old sayings which are untrue and acquired in the early

are long remembered. Vinal concluded that students depend more
hearsay about biological topics than

on

on

observation or thinking and that

biological ignorance was widespread.
Caldwell and Lundeen (1939), in a series of studies on unfounded

beliefs, concluded that:

1)

specific instruction can change unfounded

beliefs as most of them seem to be due to a lack of correct information; 2) unfounded ideas are wide - spread; and

3)

education and

experience tend to reduce the number of superstitions among students.

17

Approach

3.

Basic Concepts

Many courses have been aimed at helping the student to develop
an understanding of the operation of biological systems through

acquaintance with

a

broad range of concepts common throughout the

discipline, or an examination in depth of

a few

selected topics,

omitting others which may or may not be studied in advanced courses.
Survey-Type Patterns

Prior to the last decade, Bullington
investigation of general education courses

(1950) in a nationwide
of

study, reported that a

survey of common basic concepts covering the plant and animal
kingdoms was the most commonly used approach.

Similar findings

have been reported by Deventer (1946) Lawson (1953) Miller (1953)
and again by the same author two

years later Bullington, 1952).
(

The survey type course has been severely criticized during the

past decade. In such courses, it has often been thought that too much

breadth has been attempted, with no one significant episode or idea
being examined in detail to provide a true picture of scientific

endeavor.
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Fewer Selected Concepts
A look at one of the

mission

on

recent courses as reported by the Com-

Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences

(1966)

revealed that fundamental concepts of life form the framework for the

introductory course for non - science majors at Skagit Valley College
in Mt. Vernon, Washington.
of life; energy

These include the origin and structure

relationships -- autotrophism, heterotrophism, and

energy release mechanisms; reproduction, heredity, and evolution.
In addition,

basic tools and techniques of the biologist, such as the

microscope, chemical analyses and other instruments and techniques
are used.
Vanable

(1967)

has reported the scope of the developmental

biology concepts now being offered in Purdue University's introductory

course for both majors and non -majors.

Plant and animal materials

are used to illustrate gametogenesis, fertilization, embryogenesis,

organogenesis, early human development, and the role

of

hormones

in development.

Monaco

(1965)

has described the following basic concepts

course, which is now being used for the non -science major at
Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, New York: basic

patterns
of

of

cell metabolism; new approaches to photosynthesis, origin

living matter; the gene and its DNA components.

This will be
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followed by their social and philosophical implications: exobiology,
the problem of population vs food supplies, the biology of the race,

air, water pollution, conservation, radiobiology, and others. Since
this approach presupposes a great variability in the freshman group,

students are pre- tested to determine if they have the necessary background.
of

If they do not, they

are required to take

a

rigorous program

instruction, three weeks in duration in concepts of physics, chem-

istry, and mathematics, which are essential to understanding living
phenomena.
In an

address presented at the National Association

of Biology

Teachers, Western Regional Conference at Los Angeles, Scherba
(1967) made a plea for the inclusion of

"behavioral concepts" in the

modern introductory course. He stressed that through lectures,

readings, and discussions, students should:
I.

Become aware of the diversity of behavior patterns in a

graded fashion from simple kineses, taxes, reflexes, and
innate and learned behavior.
II.

Observe specific behavior patterns analyzed in the laboratory
or on films in sufficient detail so that he can understand what

biologists want to know about behavior and investigators
proceed to find out.
III.

Should examine the evidence underlying generalizations about

behavior.
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a)

Behavior is dependent upon structure.

b)

Behavior occurs in response to stimuli.

c)

Behavior is adaptive.

d)

Behavior is controlled by genes inter - acting with factors
in the environment.

e)

Behavior has evolved.

f)

At the population level, many kinds of animals

form

intro -species and inter- species.
g)

The

expression of behavior alters through maturational

changes in neuro- muscular structures and their coordination, and also through environmental change.
Roos (1965) has described the introductory course at Dartmouth

College, which was designed for both non -majors and majors.

This

single course was offered on the assumption that it was desirable to
give a common experience in biology to all who elect the subject in

order that they may have

a

basis for continuing discussion of

biologically related problems. The content is centered around three
broad areas:

development

1)

The Sources of Modern Biology: the gradual

of biology

from man's earliest attempts to observe,

codify and understand nature.

Illustrations are taken from biological

subject matter used in the classic, medieval, and renaissance litera-

ture of Europe, Islam, India, and China. Biology is described as
continuing discourse on life, using contemporary technological and

a
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philosophical tools.
2)

Concepts of Evolution.

This concept is used as an example of the

gradual maturation of one biological theory.

The formulation of evolu-

tionary ideas are examined in conjugation with the philosophies of

special creation, spontaneous generation, preformation, epigenesis,
vitalism, materialism, reductionism and emergence.
3)

Levels of Biological Organization.

Biology is re- described in

.

terms of the ways in which organisms can now be studied.

The

"organism" is emphasized as the primary biological unit whose

properties may be understood as the interaction between its history,
its components, and its environment.
Novak (1966) has designed a useful model curriculum for

biology.

It was designed with both non -majors and

majors in mind,

and can be adapted to any type college or university.

Its inner core,

"biological concepts ", was designed for the freshman introductory

course, and includes the following concepts:
and function.

1)

The concept of

structural organization

2)

The concept of

similarity and differences.

3)

The concept of differentiation or embryonic development.

4)

The concept of homeostatic systems.

5)

The concept of continuity and change.

6)

The concept of dependence and interdependence.
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This core of concepts emphasizes the unity of all organisms,
and the model is significant in that even though it was not designed

sorely for the general education student, it must be remembered that
the freshman year is often an exploratory one and career choices are

not permanently fixed into all student's minds. With this type of cur-

riculum, should
a

a

non -science major become interested in biology as

profession he will have had the prerequisite course for advanced

studies depicted in the other two layers,
(1967) have suggested

Grobstein (1966) and Hutto

similar content,

The concept of "biology unity" seems to have gained acceptance

among many modern biologists.

In a

study conducted by the education

department at the University of California, performed by Rozolis (1967),
in cooperation with the zoology

department, professors indicated that

the newer biology course, interdepartmental in approach and centered

around unifying biological principles, rather than diversity, was

superior to the traditional zoology,

They listed many reasons for this,

Among these reasons were the fact that: a) the zoology course pre-

viously had not included content from other disciplines;
of

b) the

concept

academic freedom limited the content to the background, education,

and

interest

of the faculty

representative

of what

similar content offered
e) it often caused

member in charge;

c)

zoology was not

exists in biological thought;

d)

it often duplicated

in the botany and bacteriology departments;

department majors to get higher grades than their
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ability indicated, due to weak competition with non - science majors.

Later when the majors took advanced zoology courses, they failed,
and hence, did not learn of
In spite of the

their inability until

merits of the concept

of

`

a

later date.

biological unity,"

Thimann (1967) and Betty Flanders Thompson (1965) have added
word of caution in stretching this concept beyond its limits.

a

They have

advocated that areas like ecology, genetics, molecular and cellular
biology are well adapted to integration across organisimal lines, but

micro -organisms, plants, and animals, are so diverse that any
attempt to integrate considerations of their morphology, classification,
or physiology, is likely to result in confusion, chaos, and misconceptions.
A Single Concept,

The Organism"

Within the framework of all of the active discussion today, there
have been rather strong feelings generated as to whether the general

education course should be "molecular" or non -molecular".

With

the tremendous expansion of molecular biology and its dramatic

impact on the discipline, some (Baker, 1967a) feel that it would be

a

gross distortion to attempt to teach a biology course without emphasizing this portion.

There has even been speculation that future research

will lean heavily toward this direction (Klinge, 1965).

Yet there are

those who are fearful that placing undue emphasis on molecular biology
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might result in the loss of the important "organismic concept"
(Steward, 1967; Amen, 1966; Goldstein, 1965; O'Neal, 1966).

eminent biologist,
of the

G. G.

An

Simpson (1962), had this to say in support

latter:
The aim of biology is to understand the structure,
functioning (both as 'How' and 'What for' ?) and history of
organisms and of populations of organisms, Biology is the
study of life; life occurs only in living things; 'living things'
is synonymous with 'organism'; organisms that are not
whole are not alive, (The expressions 'organismal biology'
or biology of whole organisms, are thus really tautologic).
Moreover, organisms live only in the context of populations. Clearly, and even as regards any one phenemenon,
biology requires study at all levels of organization and
explanations of all three kinds, Nevertheless, the name
and nature of the science itself center its aim at the level
of organisms in populations. To be truly biological, all

approaches, reductionists, compositionists, and historical,
must not only include but also depart from or lead to
organisms, structured and functioning as such in themselves and in reproducing aggregates" (p, 40).

"Organismic biology" was one
midwestern regional conference

on

of the

core courses which the

courses and curricula in the

biological sciences, sponsored by the Commission on Undergraduate
Education in the Biological Sciences (1964b), recommended for general
education students to elect from the core offerings originally designed

for majors, if they need
a

a

biological science course,

It would include

phylogenetic consideration of the plant and animal kingdom, stressing

the evolution of a diversity of organisms adapted to a variety of

environments and the basic unit of function.

Topics recommended

were comparative morphology and physiology; reproduction and life
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cycles; evolutionary history, trends and theories; ontogeny; and

principles

of

classification.

Grobstein (1966) has suggested some key questions common to
all organisms to which students should be encouraged to seek the

answers to.
(1)

What are the activities and components of a minimal

organism?
(2)

What grades of organisms are there in terms of functional

complexity and what are the essential characteristics of
each?
(3)

What are the mechanisms of translation of molecular and

cellular properties into those

of the

several grades

of

organisms?
(4)

What advantage does each grade of organism confer, and
how do

organisms

of

different grades interact to yield

a

maximum exploitation of the biotic environment?
(5)

Why do

organisms progress in complexity both develop-

mentally and phylogenetically?
(What pathways to increase complexity of organization are

open and how are choices among them made)
(6)

What are the mechanisms required for increasing complexity,

particularly for its integration?
(7)

What rules govern association between organisms, and how
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(8)

do such

associations act back upon the organism concerned?

To what

extent do evolutionary change go on in individual

species?

To what

extent into collectively inter - acting

groups or diverse species within an ecosystem?
Approach 4.
A

Selection of Principles

number of investigators sought to construct biology courses

by "selecting significant

principles of science" that ramify most

widely into human affairs.
the problem.

Various techniques were used to attack

The usual procedure was

first

to establish educational

criteria for selecting the principles from authoritative biological
literature. Competent research biologists were then asked

to rank

or rate these principles for their importance in the discipline and to

verify the accuracy of the statement.

The principles were then

organized according to their importance for general education,

suitability for

a

grade level, or their teaching ability. Studies were

conducted by Menzies (1927); Martin (1945), Bergman (1947), and

Washtan (1950).

The number of biological

these studies was numerous.

principles identified in

Typical examples selected from Martin's

study were reported as follows:
I.

"All plants and animals are engaged in

for energy"
II.

a

constant struggle

(p. 155).

"Energy can be transformed into mass and mass into energy,
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but the sum total, mass plus energy, remains constant"
(p, 104).

"Since the genes of the two parents combine at random in the

III.

germ cells and since the germ cells meet at random in

fertilization, the individuals
tain predictable ratios"

of any

generation occur in cer-

(p. 104).

"The surface of the earth and the atmosphere surrounding

IV.

the earth are undergoing constant changes; therefore, in

order

to

survive, organisms must migrate, hibernate,

aestivate, build artificial shelters or otherwise become
adapted to these changes" (p. 155).
Andrews and Breukelman (1953) noted that the principles

approach, during the 1950's was used by at least
offering biology as

a

151

institutions

part of the general education program. More

emphasis was placed on plants than on animals.

Fribrough (1957), in

a

study for the purpose of determining

principles and generalizations for an introductory biology course,
defined

a

principle in terms of four criteria:

statement must be

a

to natural phenomena.

2) It

a

definition.

of

behavior, or property relating

must be true without exception within

limitations specifically stated.
must not be

be a principle, a

comprehensive generalization describing some

fundamental process, constant mode

4) It

1) To

3)

It must be capable of illustration.
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Moyer (1936) collected data in the form of diaries of daily life

activities recorded from day to day by
general population
evaluate

a

of the

a

random sampling of the

Colorado State College of Education to

selected list of principles of biology on the basis

of

collected data. Each principle on the list conformed to the criterion
the principle must pertain to the welfare of living

things.'

The

evaluation of the selected list of principles was made on the basis of
the combined occurrences of activities to which the principles were

related. The relating of the activities from the diaries to the principle
or principles was done in terms of two questions: 1) Does the activity
imply a biological principle?
a

2) In

the light of the activity, is there

utility value in knowledge of the principle? The results showed that

principles which ranked highest were those pertaining to food, the
common life processes, and the relation of the organism to the

environment.
the

Those principles pertaining to heredity, evolution, and

structural phase
Approach 5.

of subjects seem to have

less importance.

Textbooks and Courses of Study as Indices

Textbooks and courses of study, since they represent considered

judgement by one or more persons experienced in teaching biology,
have been the subject of analysis and synthesis to develop "better

biology courses." Despite the debated issue regarding the feasibility
with the
of using textbooks, the authors personal communications
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publishers of introductory college texts have confirmed that

a

single

text has been adopted by approximately 2, 745 American colleges and

universities that teach general education courses. It seems
reasonable then to assume that the textbook, to some extent, has
influenced the selection of course content.
Bullington (1952) investigated 150 general education courses in

nationwide survey using questionnaires and other methods.

courses studied included

17 of

a

The

the general type, covering both physical

and biological sciences; 52 in biological science, 51 in physical science
and 28 single subject courses designated for general education.

These

courses included botany, zoology, chemistry, physics, earth science
and astronomy.

Topics given major emphasis in order of frequency

were: genetics, evolution, cell and protoplasm, reproduction in man,
food and digestion, excretion, metabolism, endocrine system, health,

disease and immunity, mitosis and meiosis, photosynthesis and

respiration in plants, plant reproduction, and general ecology.
Approach

6.

Consideration of Student Interests

Another approach to curriculum development has been to con-

sider the interests and preferences

of pupils.

Brown University's introductory biology course introduces the

theory of the gene through several original papers, then permits the
student to explore any biological area of interest to him provided he
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learns its key concepts and relationships to the gene theory. Students
work largely on their own through readings, discussions, laboratory
work, and preparation of papers (Peters, 1957).
A

number of studies have been made to determine the biological

interests

of college

students: Leader (1952); Zim (1942); Black and

Glidden (1953); and Brown (1953).

In

general these studies have

shown that students were most interested in those phases of science

that were of personal concern to them: health, disease, human

reproduction, and similar topics.
A

number

of

general education course patterns have been

described in the literature developed around problem areas

of

student

interests. Among these are French (1947), Todd (1949), Yale (1954),
Zipper (1954) and one considering current problems, Chapple (1967),
which the writer will describe in some detail,

Chapple (1967) has suggested that a course for the non -scientist
should:
I.

Begin with what the student wants to know, sees, or is even

concerned about, Examples: LSD, birth control, sex, pollution, fishing, population problems, etc,
II.

Take a field trip: As students begin to recognize animals in
the environment, themes on problem areas of their

can be developed into some depth.

interest
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(A)

Typical problem example: "Animal Consciousness.

"

1.

Are we the only animals that are aware of ourselves?

2,

What sort of physiological substrate is there for the

conscious mind?
3.

Is

there

a

specific area of the mind concerned with

consciousness?
4,

What do drugs such as LSD and heroin do?

5.

In what way, if any,

are invertebrates said to be

conscious?
6,

What implication does this have for animal experi-

mentation?
To

answer these questions, the student would acquire

a

great

deal of basic biology, geared within a framework, or within the context of the problem. In acquiring the facts, he would be forced to
weigh and balance the evidence from different sources, and to

criticize it. Furthermore, he would develop

a

discriminating mind,

for at all cost he would be forced to ask himself if the information is

relevant, if it really proves what it purports to, or if there are

alternative interpretations of the facts? The problem
would occur.

Is

there an operational way

of doing

of defining words

this? Is it

a

com-

bination of several things? Do brain lesion experiments indicate its
complex nature? To what extent are these experiments to be trusted

concerning the question at hand?
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Participants at the southeastern regional conference on courses
and
on

curricula

in the biological

sciences, sponsored by the Commission

Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences (1965a), have

looked with favor upon this kind of approach.

They have agreed that

since an encyclopaedic account of biology can no longer be given at the

present growth

of

scientific information, it may be far more fruitful,

especially for the non -scientist, to develop

a

problem solving

approach habit which results in an inquisitive mind that seeks facts

from which to draw conclusions. At

a

more recent conference on

biology for the non- major, sponsored by the Commission on Under-

graduate Education in the Biological Sciences (1968), many participants

were even in favor of abandoning the laboratory and substituting dis-

cussion periods using this approach.
Mayer (1967) has predicted that in the future the problem
solving approach involving the student as an active participant in the

educational process

will

become more and more common.

Classrooms,

likewise, will no longer become lecture halls but sites of mutual

discussion.

Controversial social issues that meets the interests and
personal -social -needs of students have formed the major content of
the general education program at Iowa State Teachers College (Winier,
1954).

The topics used were conservation, regional planning, sex
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education, man's origin and development, quality of population, and

racial inequality.
Approach

7,

Historical Perspective

There is an increasing evidence of

a

trend toward biology

courses which present the factual material, not for mere memorization and regurgitation of facts, but as

nature and process

of

a

means of demonstrating the

science. It relates biological discovery to

other aspects of man's intellectual life - -his history, his values, his

art, his inconsistencies, and his successes. This is the "historical
approach."
The

historical approach clearly teaches that science is

a

con-

tinuing human activity, whose goals and criteria of explanation change

from time to time, and that there is a strong relationship between the
science

of an age or

and intellectual life.

culture, and the broader aspects

of its

cultural

The types of questions asked and the answers

accepted may vary from time to time or from culture to culture.

To

avoid the misleading generalization that science is objective and
beyond such influences as political or philosophical systems, or that

scientists work by methods which differ from those

of all other people,

it is important that students be exposed to the many ways in which

scientific ideas have developed (Allen, 1966).
In an attempt to apply the

history of science to education,
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several universities and colleges have employed the "case history"
method. An account of this appeared in General Education in

a

Free

Society, (1945) a book by the committee on General Education at

Harvard University. This book presented a scheme whereby case

histories, such as Pasteur and Tyndall's study

of spontaneous

genera-

tion, served as a means of teaching the nature of the scientific pro-

cedure. Each case history was used to study the development of

a

scientific idea, showing the procedures, wrong turns, lucky guesses,
and sound reasoning involved in a given line of

research, The cases

are designed to show the inter - action of logic and experiment. The
collection of case histories has been compiled under the editorship of
Conant (1957).

Because it failed to accomplish the goals set for it,

the case history method has been abandoned at Harvard.
(1962) has

Matthews on

criticized the case histories approach on the grounds that

it is a study of science rather than of the scientist; it is the latter
whom the layman must get to know.

Despite the fact that the case

history method proved unsatisfactory, many believe that its goals are

still worth pursuing. Houk (1966) calls attention to
of

interest in the philosophy and history

a

disturbing lack

of science and a

ignorance of them. Excessive empiricism, and

a

real

continuation of the

stultifying effect of the Greek formula can be seen even today.
thinks botany textbooks well depict it.

The eminent science

He

historian

George Sarton (1952) has noted that a short range result of not looking
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backward is the alarming number of papers published which repeat

researches carried out and reported decades ago. Hurd

(1967) has

speculated that new courses for the non -science major will need to be
invented that gives more attention to briding the gap between the

physical and the biological sciences and between the social sciences
and the humanities.

He

feels that the history and philosophy of science

can play this key role.
In Canada,

Nesbitt and Hart (1964) of Carletan and Brock

Universities, respectively, have devised

a novel

course for non -

science majors in which the students become acquainted with genetics,

particularly biochemical genetics, through the historical approach
and they study original

research papers rather than textbooks. Some

degree of breadth, as well as depth, is provided by excursions into

necessary peripheral fields. These instructors have reported that
their course has been very successful, particularly for their better
students. It has shown students something of the real nature of

science- -the glamour, the frustration, the waiting, the complexity.
Hatch (1967) has suggested a few select principles that can be

developed historically to well illustrate phenomena common to all
living things.

Its scope would involve the formulation of ideas and the

many scientists in the forefront whose ideas, though insignificant at
the time, contributed to the final synthesis.
1)

Aristotle

(345 B.

C.)

-

These principles include:

Darwin (1859) principle of the
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universality of adaptation,
2) Redi (1668) -

Pasteur

(1864)

principle that organisms arise

only as the result of the reproduction of nearly similar

parents.
3)

Linnaeus (1753, 1778) principle that living organisms exist
as

4)

discrete species.

Lavosier (1794) principle that living things are physicobiochemical systems.

5)

Schleiden and Schwann cell theory (1838) that cells are

structural and functional units
6)

of living things.

Darwin principle (1859) that species have arisen

through

evolution by natural selection of nearly similar but slightly

different species.
The Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological

Sciences (1967) has indicated that the humanities student is concerned
with great modern accomplishments of biology and the future of mankind.

They have recommended that a course be designed for these

students with emphasis primarily on:
1)

The philosophy of science

2) An

evaluation of the scientific methods

3)

The relationship of science to the humanities and the arts

4)

Contemporary problems particularly related to man which
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are continuously emerging from the great expansion of
biological knowledge.
Approach 8. "Use of Expert Advice"
A

procedure for selecting course content has been the use of

expert advice from

a qualified committee of college

research scientists, and educators

who

biologists,

are known to be leaders in

their respective fields and whose opinions are highly regarded. This
procedure has often been recommended by curriculum workers.
Baker (1967a), editor for CUEBS publication number 19, sought
opinions from the biological community regarding course content and

philosophy for good junior and senior level general education students
whose only prior experience in college biology had been the introductory

course. Ideas extracted from

100

replies

of

letters were varied, and nearly every aspect
There was

a

strong feeling among

a

these unstructured
of

content was suggested.

large majority of the respondents,

however, that heavy emphasis should be placed on "human ecology."
Population explosion, radiation effects, industrial pollution control,

conservation of natural resources, public health problems, and the

search for animal roots in man's behavior were among the leading
topics suggested and characterized.
It is significant to note that nearly a decade ago, when reviewing
the social aspects of science, a preliminary report of the AAAS
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Interim Committee (1957) listed most
of

of

these areas as critical issues

scientific origin, in need of a quick solution; but problems whose

solution could only, in

a

democracy, be influenced by

a

literate

citizenry. It emphasized the need for the public to be alerted to
humanity's dire need of future research and applications
biological areas, even though the study

of

these

of living phenomena is a

much longer process than research studies in chemistry and physics.

Less than

10% of the

total research money goes into biology and

medicine, yet the physical sciences are more highly favored. It is
the public who determines this fate.

"Human ecology" has been viewed by many (Reed, 1964;

Jennings, 1966; Odell, 1964) as being the aspect of biology most
likely to form the core of general education programs in the future.

There are those who are fearful that plants will be overlooked
in the teaching of modern and traditional biology.

Marie Taylor (1965),

chairman of Howard Universities' Botany Department has made known

her opinion and has pleaded:
Their availability, manipulability, and structure are
reasons why many of our classical biology theories have
been obtained through studies of this form of life. Among
them are translocations, and fluid pressures on conduits,
the cell structure, the cell theory, mitosis, and meiosis,
Mendelian theories of heredity, phylogeny, mutation,
mineral regulation, biosynthesis, microchemical analysis
of protoplasm, growth phases, the sigmoid growth curve,
photoperiodism, cell responses to growth promoting or
growth inhibiting substances, and gene- enzyme relationships (p. 116 -117).
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Steward (1967) further expressed the opinion that, in some man-

ner, we should convey to our introductry students the following plant
principles:
1)

A

2) A

respect for plants as plants.
broad understanding of the several divisions of the plant

kingdom, and the wide range of things that plants can do.
This would include growth and development.
3) A

respect for form and function. This would lead to

anatomical, physiological, morphological, and biochemical

studies.
4) An

appreciation of the broad principles

of

nutrition, of

response to stimuli both in the environment and during
development,
5)

A

sense of both the underlying unity

of

organisms at the

level of chemistry and genetics and their essential diversity
at the level of their organization.
6)

A

sense

of the

diversity that is imparted to the essential

totipotent plant cells during development of its tissues,

organs, and organisms.
7)

A

respect for what

we

still

do not know -- especially about

the ways in which the innate properties of matter, common
to all living things,

control by the cell.

are utilized as if it were brought under
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8)

A

knowledge of the present based upon a respect for heritage

of the
9)

past.

Interest and challenge the student.

Summary
To date, no unanimous

agreement or completely satisfactory

solution to the content problem has been found for a general education

course in the biological sciences,

A

summary of the literature reveals

that separate courses for biology majors and non- majors are not being
offered in many institutions, Finances, facilities, staff shortages,
and a lack of

interest and understanding

tion are among the causative factors,

of the goals of

general educa-

When general education students

are required to elect the single introductory biology course, supposedly designed for both majors and non -majors, the structure,

content, and total design of that course appears to be heavily slanted

toward the major.

Newspaper and magazine analysis, determination of misconceptions and superstitions, selection of basic concepts and principles

important in understanding the discipline or for general education,
textbooks and courses of study, pupil preferences, and expert advice
have all been used as a basis for selecting general education content,

Topics have been developed historically, focused on specific

problem situations, or designed to include the different levels of
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biological organization.
The "single course concept" for majors and non -majors is now

being seriously challenged. A solution is urgently needed!
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This chapter describes the procedures followed to select and to

analyze the textbooks used in the study,

The rationale for the design

and the pretesting of the questionnaires, and the selection of the

respondees for the opionnaire are presented,

The procedures for

scoring, analyzing the data, and checking the hypotheses are described.
This chapter is divided into three sections as follows:
1,

Textbooks Selected for the Study

2,

The Questionnaire Survey
a,

Questionnaire I
This questionnaire was designed from an analysis of the

content of 20 general biology textbooks (Appendix A).
b.

Questionnaire II
This questionnaire was designed from an analysis of the

mathematical items and quantitative relationships that
were found in eight of the

20

textbooks analyzed for the

study (Appendix A),
c.

Questionnaire III
This questionnaire was designed from an analysis of the

contributions and methodology of 282 men of science that
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wer

e

found in two or more of the 20 textbooks analyzed

for the study (Appendix A),
Each of the three questionnaires was checked by a

jury

of

selected staff members at Oregon State Univer-

sity.
3.

Checking the Hypotheses
Textbooks Selected for the Study

Sample Selection.

The Subject Guide to Books in

1967 was consulted to obtain information

Print, U.S.

A.

,

regarding the listing and the

names of publishers of the biological textbooks presently found on
the market.
A

mimeographed letter fully explaining the purpose of this phase

of the study was sent to each publisher.

A

simple questionnaire was

sent to the publisher of each textbook requesting the following information:
1.

Which of your biology textbooks, if any, were written for

the non -science major or general education student at the

college level?
2,

To what extent is the biology book being adopted and used

in general education courses in American colleges and

universities? (Please enclose an adoption list, if available).
3.

Would you please supply the same information for any of
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your current publications that are not on the attached list?

After extensive correspondence with the publishers and
of "follow up"

letters,

20 of the

a

number

most widely adopted books were

identified.
An

examination of the prefaces of the textbooks revealed that

many of them did not specify whether the books were written

specifically for biology majors or non- science majors. Therefore,
it was necessary to obtain this information directly from the authors.
It was the

investigator's initial idea to use only those books in the

study that were written for non - science students.

Letters were sent to the authors of the textbooks to secure
information regarding the purpose of the book, and

a

stamped self

addressed post card was enclosed for the reply. Upon receiving the
replies from all authors to whom the correspondence was sent, it
was established that 12 of the most widely adopted textbooks were

designed for majors and nonmajors simultaneously, and included the
books adopted by a large proportion of the institutions.

Eight of the

books were designed primarily for the nonscience major.

Textbook Analysis.

A

detailed analysis of the factual and topical

content of each book was prepared by placing on one large chart the
content 2nd topics of each book so that the contents of each textbook
could readily be compared with that of the

19

others.

The index was

used to double check the occurrence of information and thus to
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minimize

e

rrors

in

ommissions.

Wherever feasible,

topics were reworded or combined to

a few

better represent phenomena common to all
topics were then grouped into

11

of the textbooks,

The

broad areas which were representa-

tive of animals, plants, and micro - organisms alike, and which could
apply to all levels of biological organization.

The

11

broad areas were

designated as follows:
Philosophy

Methodology

1.

History

2.

Molecular Concepts

3.

Energetics and Metabolism

4.

Form - Function

5.

Cybernetics

6.

Genetics

7.

Reproduction and Development

8.

Systematics

9.

Evolution

10.

Organism

11.

Health and Disease

-

-

-

Environment

The average percentage of space devoted to the

computed for each book, using the formula

fX is the sum

of the pages devoted to the

(evolution, systematics, etc.) and
pages in the textbook,

N

X

=

11

EX /N,

areas was
where

particular content area

represents

the total number of

From this procedure, data regarding content
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emphasis, according to major areas were obtained.
A

record was also kept of the occurrence

of single concepts and

men of science listed in each of the 20 textbooks,
The Questionnaire Survey

Sources of Data. On October

letter

3, 1967,

director

to Martin W. Schein,

of the

the investigator sent a

Commission on Under-

graduate Education in the Biological Sciences (CUEBS) to secure

information regarding

a

listing of persons who had experience in

curriculum construction and revision, At that time, the scope

research problem was explained.

On

of the

October 8, Dr. Schein replied,

and indicated that 26 persons listed in CUEBS Consultant's Bureau,

1964, had

interest, training, and experience

still active.

and that most of them were

in this kind of endeavor

In addition, the

director

suggested that another resource pool might be obtained from CUEBS
well trained biologists

Publication No, 19, 1967, or that any list

of

might serve the purposes of the study,

random sample of

A

biologists were obtained from the two CUEBS publications.
tion,

a

random sample of

Directory

of

90

50

In addi-

biologists were obtained from the

Bioscience Departments in the United States, 1967,

Through the assistance of Dr. Robert James Morris of the

Oregon State University General Science Department,

a

small

selected list of ten science historians were identified and used
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in the questionnaire.

Design of the Instruments.

incorporating

a

Three instruments were constructed

topical outline of the subject matter content, mathe-

matical concepts, and men

of

science that were listed in

20

intro-

ductory biology textbooks. Other items pertaining to instructional
aids, such as approaches, sequence, study aids, and the desirability
of having a

laboratory to accompany the course, were also included

in the major study.

Questionnaire

I.

In this

questionnaire, opinions were sought

regarding emphasis, inclusions, omissions, and instructional aids to
accompany the general education biology course.

The directions

which were used as a preface to the topical outline follow

matter content of 20 biology textbooks designed
for use in college introductory courses has been analyzed
in
and classified. Will you please place a check mark
The subject

(

)

the right hand column of all the topics you think should be
included for a freshman level course for the non -science
major in a woman's liberal arts college. Leave it unmarked
if you would omit it, and write a note or phrase in case you
wish to qualify your response. You may write this note
or phrase in the spaces at the end of each section indicating
by letter the part of the question to which you refer. Also
please circle the relative amount of time you would spend
on each major area, keeping in mind a one year course of

lecture- recitation periods. Feel free to add pages if
you desire to express yourself more fully than possible on
72

these sheets.
Questionnaire II sought to ascertain the extent to which
quantitative concepts should be included, the relative amount of time
that should be devoted to the concepts, and the identification of other
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topics deemed important for the non -science majors not listed on the

questionnaire.

The explanatory note used as a preface to the

quanitative concepts listed was as follows:
2

There is a general feeling in the biological community, as
well as in related disciplines, the phycial sciences and
mathematics, that by and large, biological instruction is
often too qualitative. It is believed that beginning students
in general education courses may be unaware of the spectrum
of the application of mathematics to their area of study
(humanities, social sciences, etc.). These statements
would suggest that quantitative concepts should be incorporated into general education courses in the biological
sciences. Yet there are other science educators who
advocate that only minor emphasis should be given to this
phase of the course for the non -science major. Would you
spend time helping students to develop skills in calculations
and /or quantitative relationships governing any of the
following? If yes, check those that apply.

Questionnaire III was concerned with the emphasis to be placed
contributions and methodology of men of science, Question-

on the

naires were mailed to
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biologists with the following explanatory

note as a preface to the scientists listed,

During the past five years, there has been a trend toward
emphasizing the historical contributions of men of science.
The scientists listed below are found in two or more biology
textbooks designed for use in college introductory courses.
Check once the men you would mention and whose work
would receive explanation. Check twice those that you
would mention in more detail.

2

In a conference on undergraduate curricula in the biological
sciences, 1957, sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences,
there was a diversity of opinion on the extent to which the introductory
course should reflect the recently increased dependence of biology on
mathematics and the physical sciences,
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The same directions accompanied the questionnaires that were

distributed to ten science historians, In addition, this group

of

judges was provided with an additional set of directions as follows:

Please select only those scientsits whose contributions best
illustrate SCIENCE AS A PROCESS (the development of
biological theories), rather than the accumulation of specific
items of information.
Administration of the Instruments.

pretested

on a

ambiguities.

The questionnaires were

staff of six general biology teaching assistants to locate
It was thought that this sample of individuals would be

similar in some respects to that from which the investigator planned
to draw the judges.

Borg (1963).

This procedure was highly recommended by

Helpful suggestions were also obtained from three

general biology faculty members from the General Science Department

of the

Oregon State University campus: Dr. Willis, Dr. Van

Dyke, Dr. Lyford and the investigator's advisor, Dr. Williamson.
On

February

6, 1968, the

three questionnaires were distributed

by mail.

Follow -up letters accompanied by duplicate questionnaires and

stamped, self -addressed envelopes were sent to those subjects who
did not return the

first questionnaire

by the deadline specified in the

first letter.
Scoring. Some of the items were scored by hand and other items

were scored by machine.

Items that were hand scored were tabulated
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on data sheets and rechecked

several times to eliminate errors.

Other items were transferred to International Business Machine

Cards for accurate scoring and sorting. The machine scoring was
done by the Computer Department of the Oregon State University cam-

pus.

Analysis of Questionnaire Data.

The

results

of

questionnaire I,

the major part of the study, were analyzed in the following manner:
1.

To

determine, in rank order, the objectives

2.

To

determine the topics

of

of the

course.

major and minor importance

according to the field of preparation of the respondees.
3.

To

determine the topics

of

major and minor importance

according to all respondees collectively.
4.

To

determine the content areas of major and minor

importance ccording to all respondees collectively, and the
F

relative weights assigned to each,
5.

To

determine similarities and dissimilarities of topics and

other items of major importance as viewed by textbook

writers and respondees.
Questionnaire II, mathematical concepts, were analyzed in the
following manner.
1.

To

determine the topics

of

major and minor importance as

viewed by the respondees.
2.

To

determine similarities and dissimilarities of topics
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chosen by the respondees with those chosen by textbook

writers,
3.

To

determine the relative amount of time to be devoted to

the topics chosen by the respondees.

Questionnaire III, men of science, was analyzed as follows:
1.

To

determine those scientists whose contributions are note-

worthy, as judged by biologist respondees.
2.

To

determine those scientists whose contributions best

illustrate science as

a

process of the development

of

biological theories, as judged by science historians.
Checking the Hypotheses
The hypotheses were compared with the data as a means of

verification. Descriptive statistics involving measures of central
tendencies (the mean, the mode) were applied.

expressed in terms

of

These measures were

percentages of subjects who marked a par-

ticular item. Specifically, the five hypotheses to be checked were
verified in the following manner:
1.

Hypothesis one. That a course in biology, above all,
should lead the student to an appreciation of the place
and significance of biology in human culture and to a

personal enjoyment of the discipline (Questionnaire
As a means of

1).

verification, the percentage of judges who ranked
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this objective number one out of four possible choices was determined
and compared with the percentage of judges who ranked the other

objectives as number one.
2.

Hypothesis two.

That environmental biology should con-

stitute the major content emphasis for the general education
course (Questionnaire I).
The judges had a choice of

could make a selection of topics,
the number of periods for

11

broad categories from which they

In addition, they could designate

lecture- discussion

area. By determining the number of

majority (mode)
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minute class periods, the

assigned to

of the judges

to be assigned to each

a

given content area,

coupled with the specific topics designated by the majority of the

judges, the content emphasis was verified.

The percentage of space

devoted to the various content areas in the 20 textbooks provided

additional information.
3.

Hypothesis three,

That only minor emphasis should be

devoted to molecular and quantitative concepts, and then
only when they are actually essential to an understanding
of living phenomena.

(Questionnaires

I and II)

Again, the same procedure as that stated for hypothesis two

was utilized.

An index of the

importance of mathematical concepts

the
could be determined by assessing the relative amount of time
the
judges as a group have designated to these topics, coupled with
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extent to which the topics were chosen for inclusion by most of the
judges. Additional information was obtained by noting the topics
which the judges "added to the list" as being worthy of including in a

general education course.
Hypothesis four.

4.

That even though a formal laboratory can

help the non - science student to gain an insight into the

nature of the scientific process, it is not highly recommended that one accompany the course.

(Questionnairel)

direct question "would you recommend that

A

a

laboratory

accompany a course for the non -science major ?" was asked. A clue
to the validity of this hypothesis was determined by the
of judges who

"no.

"

percentages

answered "yes" as opposed to those judges who answered

The added comments made by the judges was also be considered

in the answer.
5.

Hypothesis five.

That it is highly desirable for the general

education student to become acquainted with how a scientist
thinks and works through a biographical study of their con-

tributions and methodology.

(Questionnaire III)

The judges were exposed to a total of 282 men of

science, from

ancient through medieval up to modern times, for selection.

The

percentage of the total number of names offered that were checked
by the majority of the judges provides an index as to their importance

in a course for the non -science major.
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CHAPTER IV
THE STUDY

The purposes of this investigation were twofold:
1.

To

determine important criteria for making

a

selection of

course content in general biology.
2.

To

ascertain what should be the content emphasis in

biology for the purposes of general education at the fresh-

man college level.
A

utilizing

solution to the problem of content emphasis was sought by
a

combination of two approaches, namely, an analysis of

textbooks and the use of expert advice.
The opinions of college and university

teachers, administrators,

research scientists, science educators, and science historians were
obtained about the factual and topical content found in 20 of the most
widely adopted introductory college biology textbooks.

Each of the judges was asked to check the topics or other items
he felt should constitute the ingredients for a

general education course

at the freshman college level; to specify the relative weight that should
be given to a major content area; to comment, if he desired, on the

selection and omission of topics; and to suggest additional topics or
items that he felt should be included in a course of this type,
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Questionnaires were utilized to obtain information regarding
content, methodology, quantitative aspects, and the place of men of

historical importance

in the field of biology.

Textbooks
The 20 textbooks used in the study are listed in Table 1,

Adoption lists or letters that stated the approximate number of

adoptions, obtained from official representatives of the various pub-

lishers, have confirmed these to

be the leading introductory college

level textbooks used in American colleges and universities at the

present time. The number

of adoptions provide helpful, but gave

incomplete information regarding the book's popularity.

Information

regarding the number of copies sold per adoption is not released by
the publishers. Nevertheless, the total number of adoptions

represent more than the total number

of colleges and

all types now in existence in the United States.

universities

of

The 1967 Directory

of Higher Education, published by the United State Office of

Educa-

tion, has listed only 2,552 institutions.

Personal statements by the respective authors or co- authors
have revealed that

12 of

the textbooks used in the study were written

for both the non -science major and the biology major simultaneously.
They are listed in Table II.

Eight of the textbooks used in the study

were written primarily for the non -science majors and are shown in

Table I.

Adoptions

Leading Introductory Biology Textbooks Presently Used in American Colleges and Universities.
Textbook

Date

Author

312
300

Villie
Hardin

1967 Biology
1966 Biology: its principles and

246

157
150

Simpson & Beck
Weisz
Weisz
Keeton
Nelson, et al.
Milne & Milne
Whaley, et al.

1965
1965
1967
1967
1967
1965

141

N a s on

107

Buffaloe

241
200

193
158

88

74
75
69
68
65
51

>30
>20

&

Mayor & Manner
Dillon
Woodger

Gardiner & Flemister
Winchester
Johnson, et al.
Platt & Reid-

Berril

&

Allen

1967
1966
1964
1967
1967
1965
1966
1967
1966
1967

W. B.

Saunders

Freeman
Harcourt, Brace, World

implications
Life: an introduction to biology
Elements of biology
Science of biology
Biological science
Fundamental concepts of biology
The biotic world and man
Principles of biology
Textook of modern biology

W. H.

Principles of biology
General biology
The principles of life science
Biological principles
The principles of general biology
Modern biological principles

Prentice Hall

Throne -

berry

Baker

1964
1965

Publisher

Biology

Bioscience
Biology in action
Study of biology

McGraw Hill
McGraw Hill
W.W. Morton & Co.
John Wiley & Sons
Prentice Hall

Harper

&

Rowe
& Sons

John Wiley

Macmillan
Macmillan
Humanities Press
Macmillan
Van Nostrand
Holt, Rinehart, Winston
Reinhold
Dodd, Mead, & Co
Addis on-Wesley

2745 Total adoptions

o

Table II. Percentage of Space Devoted to Various Areas of Biology Textual Material, Twelve Textbooks Designed for Non- Science Majors and
Biology Majors Simultaneously, 1964 -1967.
Energetics
and

Year
Published

Author

Metabolism

Reproduction and
Develop- SysteCyberForm
ment
matics
Function netics Genetics

History -

Organism- Philosophy
MethcEvolu- Environdology
ment
tion

Health
Molecular
Concepts

and

Miscel-

Disease

laneous

Dillon

1964

15.4

17.1

2.5

7.7

13.4

25.2

9.6

--

1.1

2.3

.4

6.8

Whaley, et al.

1964

10.8

16.1

7.4

2.8

8.8

18.2

3.1

1. 8

1.3

4. 9

2.2

23.7

Simpson
Beck

1965

6.8

4.7

7.3

4.1

16.1

15.8

7.6

17.1

3.

7

4.8

.

'_

11. 9

Weisz

1965

14.2

7.8

14.2

2.3

12.4

14.8

12.1

4.9

3.3

2.3

2

11.5

Berril

1966

4.8

6.5

9.7

6.6

13.1

19.1

14.0

2.6

1.0

3.2

.1

19.2

1966

11.9

19.9

6.7

7. 9

7. 9

16.5

7.4

2. 9

.9

2. 9

. 3

14. 9

1966

12.7

7.8

5.1

6.5

4.2

37.9

7.0

3.3

1.0

2.8

.6

11.3

1967

16.0

10.8

9.0

10.5

8.1

4.1

2.1

2.5

13.3

2.0

Gardiner &
Flemister

1967

8.5

5.1

11.1

6.0

12.1

32.7

4.4

5.1

2.1

6.3

.5

6.4

Keeton

1967

17.7

5.1

20.6

9.8

7.0

13.7

7.7

7.7

1.3

3.8

.2

5.4

Villie

1967

23.0

3.7

10.8

9.9

6.4

19.3

6.0

4.1

1.8

2.7

1.9

10.3

Weisz

1967

11.4

3.2

11.6

2.5

11.6

20.3

7.3

7.2

1.6

1.1

.2

22.0

&

Johnson,

et al.
Mayor

&

Manner
Baker

&

Allen

21.7
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Table III. Each of these tables gives the percentages of space
devoted to the various phases of biology textural material, according
to individual authors.

Content Emphasis, Individual Authors
Eight of the 20 authors

space to systematics.

(40 %)

have devoted a large amount of

The miscellaneous

material is excluded. The

author's are Whaley, Mayor and Manner, Berril, Gardiner and

Flemister, Hardin, Dillon, and

two textbooks authored by Weisz.

It

might be noted that Elements of Biology by Weisz has given approxi-

mately equal treatment to two other areas: cybernetics and

energetics and metabolism.
Three of the

20

textbooks

(15 %),

Nelson, Milne and Milne, and

Simpson and Beck, have emphasized the organism- environment.

Systematics occupied approximately the same space in the textbook
by Milne and Milne. Simpson and Beck devoted slightly less than

equal treatment to reproduction and development,

Another 15% of the textbook authors devoted the greater pro-

portion of their textbooks to reproduction and development. Among
these were Nason, Winchester, and Buffaloe and Throneberry.

Table III. Percentage of Space Devoted to Various Areas of Biology Textured Material, Eight Textbooks Designed Primarily for Non -Science
Majors, 1965 -1967

Energetics
and

Reproduction and
Form
DevelopCyberFunction netics Genetics
ment

Year
Published

Metab-

Milne
& Milne

1965

4.5

15.8

5. 4

4. 7

6. 3

Nason

1965

7.4

7.4

9.8

9.2

Winchester

1965

15.4

2.5

12.0

Hardin

1966

9.1

8.7

Throne 1967
berry

13.4

Author

olism

HistorySystematics

Organism Evolu- Environ-

Philosophy

Metho-

Health
Molecular and
Concepts Disease

tion

ment

doloQy

21.1

9. 9

22.6

1.5

2. 3

1. 2

4. 8

21.1

18.5

8.8

3.6

1.1

8.8

.3

4.0

7.6

16.0

6.9

8.3

9.1

6.0

4.5

.2

11.7

15.8

2.7

5.1

25.0

6.6

1.0

1.8

3.4

1.8

18.9

6.0

12.7

.8

23.7

11.2

11.9

5.0

3.0

10.2

--

3.3

Miscellaneous

Buff aloe
&

Nelson,

et al.

1967

10.9

5.1

16.9

13.6

11.2

3.0

7.6

18.7

3. 0

5.1

--

4. 9

Platt &
Reid

1967

15.5

6.1

4.5

5.7

8.5

23.1

9.4

13.4

3.0

4.2

--

6.6

Woodger

1967

7.9

3.8

.6

63.9

1.1

--

4.0

18.7

--
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Content Emphasis, All Textbooks
When the 20 textbooks were viewed collectively, certain features

with regard to content emphasis were apparent.

Based upon the

average percentage of space devoted to the various phases of textural

material for all

of the books combined, the

content areas that were

heavily emphasized or that received the greatest proportion of space
were
1.

Systematics, 16.2%

2.

Reproduction and Development, 11,

The content

6%

areas that were de- emphasized or that received

the least amount of space were

Disease .5%

1.

Health

2,

Molecular Concepts 5.0%

-

Evolution and form - function may be viewed as occupying a

median position among the content areas.
of the various content

Table

V

depicts the rank

areas based on the relative amount

that have been devoted to them by the

20

of space

textbook authors when

viewed collectively.

Content Emphasis, Textbooks for Non - Science Majors vs
Textbooks for Biology Majors and Non - Science Majors
Simultaneously
The eight textbooks that were written

science majors (Table

IV)

primarily for the non-

differ in content emphasis as

a

group from

Table IV. Content Emphasis Based on Average Percentage of Space Devoted to Biology Textual
Material, Eight Introductory Textbooks Designed Primarily for Non- Science Majors,
1964 -1967.

Major Content Area

Rank

Percentage

1

Reproduction and Development

13. 8

2

Systematics

13. 6

3

History

4

Cybernetics

5

Energetics and Metabolism

6

Organism

7

Evolution

7. 8

8

Form

7.4

9

Miscellaneous

Philosophy

-

-

-

Methodology

Environment

Function

-

index, glosarry, appendix

10. I
10.

1

9.

5

9.2

7.3

10

Genetics

5.

11

Molecular Concepts

5. 0

12

Health

-

Disease

.

5

4

rn

Content Empasis Based on Average Percentage of Space Devoted to Biology Textual
Material, Twenty Introductory Textbooks, 1964 -1967.

Table V.

Major Content Area

Rank

Percentage

1

Systematics

16.2

2

Reproduction and Development

11.6

3

Miscellaneous

4

Energetics and Metabolism

5

Cybernetics

9.

6

Form

8.4

7

Evolution

8

Organism

9

Genetics

.

.

.

.

index, glossary, appendix

Function

-

10.7
8

7.5
-

Environment

6.6
6. 0

Philosophy

10

History

11

Molecular Concepts

12

Health

-

11.2

-

Disease

-

Methodology

5. 8
5. 0

.5

Content Emphasis Based on Percentage of Space Devoted to Biology Textual Material,
Twelve Introductory Textbooks Designed for Non -Science Majors and Biology Majors
Simultaneously, 1964 -1967.

Table VI.

Major Content Area

Rank

Percentage

1

Systematics

2

Miscellaneous

3

Energetics and Metabolism

12.7

4

Reproduction and Development

10.

0

5

Cybernetics

9.

6

6

Form

8.9

7

Evolution

7.

3

8

Genetics

6.

3

9

Molecular Concepts

4.9

19.
.

.

.

index, glossary, appendix

Function

-

Environments

10

Organism

-

11

History

Philosophy

12

Health

-

Disease

-

Methodology

8

13.7

3.

3

2.7

.5
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those

12

textbooks that were designed for both the non -science major

and the biology major simultaneously (Table VI).

The eight textbooks

that were written primarily for the non -science major have emphasized

history -philosophy- methodology, devoting the third highest amount of
space, 10.4 %, to this content area.

Conversely, the

textbooks that

12

were written for the major and the non - science major simultaneously
have de- emphasized the history -philosophy- methodology content area,

devoting only 2,

the total book to it, and substituting energetics

7% of

and metabolism in its place.
of the total content

The

latter content area occupies

12, 7%

area space in the books written for the non - science

major and biology major simultaneously.
The Questionnaire Survey
The table below shows a breakdown on the

return

of the 150

questionnaires that were distributed by mail on February

6, 1968.

Table VII, Report of Questionnaire Survey Responses.
Completed
Mailed

Returned

&

in Study

Used

Unfilled
Discarded

Not
Returned

Questionnaire

I

50

42

31

11

8

Questionnaire

II

50

44

43

1

6

50

37

35

2

13

150

123

109

14

27

Questionnaire III

Total

65

Of the 123

questionnaires that were returned by the respondees,

109 or 72. 6%

were analyzed and used in the reporting of the findings

of the study,

A

small proportion

was not returned.

of the

questionnaires,

27

or

18%

The remaining 14 or nine percent of the question,

naires was returned but not filled out and, hence, were discarded and
not used in the reporting of the findings. The unfilled questionnaires
were explained by the respondees as follows;
1.

"I do not feel qualified to answer this questionnaire"

reason was given).

(No

2,

"My training has been specialized- -with emphasis in botany.
I do
a

not feel qualified to pass judgment on course content of

generalized nature"

(Another person had obtained his training in the physical

sciences).
3.

"I have been out of contact with course content for the past
12

years; last year

really

do not

I

retired from my present position.

I

feel qualified to answer this form"

(Another person had just returned from overseas for the

past two years, and prior to then had served only in the
position of an administrator for five years).
4,

"I have more of these forms to fill out than I can possibly

get around to; I simply do not have the time"

Several forms were returned by secretaries of professors who
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were on sabbatical leaves outside of the United States.

The professors

were not expected back until next academic year.

Personal Data

on

Respondees

The data obtained and compiled from the 109 respondees who

completed and returned the questionnaires revealed that they are

teachers, administrators, and research scientists located in
in the following institutions of higher education.
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states

Universities:

Harvard (Massachusettes), Oklahoma, Kansas, Johns Hopkins (Maryland), Indiana, Queens (Ontario, Canada), Atlanta (Georgia), Florida

State, Murray State (Kentucky), Shaw (North Carolina), Arizona State,

Seattle (Washington), Colorado State, Washington (Missouri), Pacific

Lutheran (Washington), New Mexico Highlands, New Mexico State,

Western New Mexico, North Dakota State, Oregon State, Loma Linda,
Loyola, Santa Clara, Stanford, and Western California- -all located
in the state of California; Central State (Ohio), Syracuse (New York),

Howard (Washington, D. C. ), Nevada, Emory (Georgia), Yale

(Connecticut), Duke (North Carolina), Fisk (Tennessee), Allen (South

Carolina), Mississippi State, Johnson

C. Smith and the

Agricultural

and Technical University, both of North Carolina, and Gonzaga

(Washington).

The Universities of California, Oregon, Dayton (Ohio),

and Chicago.

Colleges: Albany State (Georgia), Grambling (Louisiana),
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Fort Wright (Washington), New College

of

Florida, Fort Lewis

(Colorado), Minot State (North Dakota), Mount Mary (South Dakota),

California State, Chico State (California), Wooster (Ohio), Meredith
(North Carolina), Reed (Oregon), Wabash (Indiana), North Carolina

State, Earlham (Indiana), Lewis and Clark (Oregon, Benedict (South

Carolina), Eastern Washington State (Washington), Central Washington State (Washington), College of Holy Names (California), Portland

State (Oregon), Defiance (Ohio), St. Augustine (North Carolina),
Hamline (Minnesota),

Moorehouse (Georgia), Marylhurst (Oregon),

State College of Arkansas, Spellman (Georgia), and Cabrillo

(California).

Institutes: Hampton (Virginia), Tuskegee (Alabama) and the
Illinois Institute of Technology.
Academic Preparation
Ninety -seven of the 109 respondees have earned the Ph. D.

degree. Three have earned the Ed.
earned the

M. D.

Two

D.

degree. One respondee has

are holders of the Sc. D. degree. Three

respondees are holders of the honorary doctorates in addition to the

Master's degree.
of the other

No

data are available on the academic preparation

three respondees.

The degrees were obtained in 18 different subject

with a diversity of specialties.

matter fields

Many of the specialties listed were
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the same as those of the major fields.

Table VIII shows the major

fields of the respondees,
Table VIII.

Major Fields of Respondees

Biology
Botany

Microbiology
Outdoor Education
Zoology
Entomology
Genetics
General Physiology

Inquiry One

Inquiry Two

Inquiry Three

12
13

13

3

7

5

1

3

4

8

8

1

1

1

4

2
3

Geology

1

1

Medicine
Science Education

1

4

1

Biochemistry

1

Cytology
Embryo -physiology
History of biology
History of Science
Pathology

Total Respondees

1

1

3
5
1

31

43

35

Questionnaire I --The Major Study
Objectives
I.

a

Educational objectives serve as hypotheses by means of which

biology professor makes decisions about the curriculum, its content,

organization, and teaching approaches. What should

a

biology course
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ideally contribute to general education? The judges were given

list

of four

a

contributions, obtained from authorative biological literaThey were instructed to

ture, which biology was thought

to make.

rank each contribution, using

rating scale of one through four, in

a

the order that they would give them priority in the course,

An

analysis of the responses on the questionnaire showed that:
1.

The

majority of the respondees

(75 %)

felt that the course

should lead to an appreciation of the place and significance
of biology in human

culture, and to

a

personal enjoyment of

the discipline.
2.

To 13% of the

respondees, the course should primarily

foster an awareness
3.

of the

procedural character of science.

None of the respondees felt that the

course should be
of

(a) to

primary emphasis

of the

provide an acquaintance with the fund

biological knowledge accumulated to date, or

should develop an insight into areas

of

(b)

that it

current concern in

biological research.
4.

Six percent of the respondees stated that they would consider

all of the contributions equally important.
5.

The remaining 6% of the respondees could not decide, and

hence, did not answer the question.
It is significant to note that among this sample of the biological

population, the trend of thought with regards to the primary objective
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of the

general education biological science course has departed from

that which was traditional.

Formerly, the course for the non - science

major, as originally determined by the Harvard University Committee
on the Objectives of

General Education in

Free Society (1945),

a

placed heavy emphasis on the scientific method.

A

number of

American colleges and universities followed this pattern.

This study

indicates, however, that the major emphasis in the course should no
longer be placed on the scientific method.

Instead, to help the student

to appreciate the place and significance of biology in human culture,
as well as to help him to

personally enjoy the discipline, should now

be the primary goals of this type of course.

Content Emphasis
II.

from

a

-

Topics

Three fourths of the respondees selected only

list

28

topics

of 231 as being the more important elements of a

education course of study in the biological sciences.

respondees could have selected topics from

11

general

Although the

broad content areas,

the majority of them chose topics from only eight areas.

A

com-

parison of the topics chosen by the respondees with the percentage
the analyzed textbooks that included the topic is shown in Table IX.

of
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Table IX. Important Elements of a General Education Biological
Science Course of Study

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists
Molecular Concepts
Organic compounds in living systems
Ionic dissociation
Importance of physical and chemical
principles in understanding life

82
80

75
55

76

60

Energetics and Metabolism
Cell metabolism, basic principles
Photosynthesis, green plant type
Nutrient requirements
Digestion, general features
Digestive systems
Transport systems

90
90
80
91

70
95
80

87
80

85
95

Form- Function
Tissues, plant pattern

77

85

Cybernetics
Chemical control, animal hormones

78

90

88
88

90
85

78

90

77
80

85

Genetics
Mendelian inheritance

Sex and inheritance
Genes and gene action

Mutations
Genetics problems
Practical applications of genetics

Reproduction and Development
Meiosis and mitosis
Sexual reproduction
Asexual reproduction
Aging
Death

83

77

85
77
77
77

90

50
45

95
80
80
20
20
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Table IX (Continued)

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists
Systematics
Principles of classification
Species concept
Criteria for classifying animals

91
78
78

65
40
25

91
78

90
85

83

85

Evolution
Concept of evolution

Principles and theories of evolution
Evidences of evolution

Content Emphasis
III.

-

Major Areas

order for the investigator to gain some insight into the

In

be
depth to which the topics selected by the respondees should

amount
developed, each respondee was asked to indicate the relative
chose from the 11
of time that he would devote to the topics which he
content areas. The time was expressed in terms of 50 minute

broad

lecture- recitation periods on the instruments.

No attempt was made

if
consider the laboratory, as it was assumed that the laboratory,
be
considered desirable in the opinion of the respondees, would
to

organized in

a

manner to supplement or to extend the concepts covered

in the lecture or recitation periods,

An

analysis of this phase of the

inquiry showed that:
1.

A

majority

(65%) of the

respondees would spend more than

73
20% of the

course on the Organism - Environment content

They would devote from seven, eight, nine, ten,

area.

twelve, or as many as fifteen periods on this area.

The

opinions were highly divided on the specific topics that
should be covered.

No

single topic on the list was checked

by an overwhelming majority (75 %) of the respondees. Hence,
no topics from this

area are included in Table

VIII..

The

concensus of opinion with regard to topics leaned in two

directions.
60% of the

Two topics each were checked by

respondees. They were:

Population dynamics (68 %)
Food chains and pyramids of energy
A

more than

small majority of the respondees

(52%

(68 %)

or more) would

include:

Malthusian theory of population growth
Biotic community (58 %)
Mankind as one species (55%)
Human environment -present and future
Environmental health problems (52 %)
2.

Fifty -five percent

(55 %) of

(57 %)

(57%)

the respondees would distribute

the next highest amount of time equally between two content

areas:

(1)

evolution, and

(2)

energetics and metabolism.

The number of 50 minute periods designated for each

ranged consecutively from six to

15

area

periods. This would
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constitute from
3.

to 21% of the lecture discussion time.

11

The opinions were highly split on the amount of time to be

spent on the other content areas: history- philosophymethodology; molecular concepts; form - function; genetics;

cybernetics; reproduction and development; and systematics.
Many respondees felt that the content areas, history- philosophy-

methodology, and systematics, should be dealt with only in the

laboratory. It was frequently suggested that topics dealing with

structure - function relationships be interwoven throughout the course
wherever pertinent to an understanding of biological phenomena.
Content Emphasis According to Major Fields
of the Respondees
IV.

More than many other disciplines the content of biological

science courses has been subject to influence by special interest
groups.

There is no real way to judge the extent of this influence

except to note the content of biology textbooks and curricula for

omissions and inclusions, which can only be viewed with suspicion.
The questionnaires were analyzed to appraise the extent, if any, that

the topics selected by the judges for inclusion bore a relationship to

their academic preparation.
1.

In

general the

12

The following findings were noted:

biologists in the sample preferred the

in depth" approach to the selection of course content.

75

This group chose only
The

31

of the 231

topics on the instrument.

majority of these topics were obtained from the

organism- environment content area.
The remaining four groups of the sample, 13

2.

botanists, four

zoologists, one person each in microbiology and outdoor
education, preferred the "breadth" approach to the selection
of

topics.

The botanists emphasized genetics.

The

zoologists placed about equal emphasis on genetics and
form - function.

The

and development.

microbiologist emphasized reproduction

The person with a specialty in outdoor

education emphasized energetics and metabolism.
Topics of Minor Importance
V.

The topics that were checked less frequently by the judges

are shown in Table

X.

The second right hand column of the table

shows the percentage of the analyzed textbooks that included these

topics.
All of the topics that were listed under the health and disease

content area include the complete listing of the topics that was dis-

tributed to the judges for their opinion. As can be seen from the
table, all

of the

topics, except two, would be omitted by all of the

respondees. Several of the respondees replied:
This aspect could well be a course within itself.

If

there
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Table X.

Topics of Minor Importance

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists
Molecular Concepts
Historical background
Energy in chemical processes
Chemical reactions, properties
Chemical reactions, types
Chemical reactions, factors affecting
Organic compounds, properties

20
37
30
35
35
25

10
65
60
65
75
75

35
35
10

20

10

40

30
30
30
30

40
55
05

30

60

40

23

85
60

10
10
30
30
30

75
75
75
75
70

30
30
30

70

Cybernetics'
Human population control

Behavior, as movement
Muscular effectors
Stinging organs and electrical
effectors

Reproduction and Development
Hermaphroditism and gynandromorphism
Factors influencing reproduction
Reproductive problems
Breeding cycles in animals

Systematics
Origin, multicellular animals
Evolution
Geological time concept and table
02 and evolution
Cambrian and Ordovician seas
Age of fishes
Land invasion by plants
Permo- carboniferous period
Age of reptiles

Replacement of lesser groups within
aquatic environment
Replacement among terrestrial forms
Racial origins

35
75

30

25
25
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Table X.

(Continued)

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists
Organism- Environment
Population distribution -- Aggregation
Interspecific reactions
Global environment -- lithosphere,
atmosphere, hydrosphere
Biogeography -- historical vs ecological
Terrestrial habitat
Marine habitat
Fresh water habitat
Species dispersal and isolation
Biogeographic regions of the world
Changing biotas and geography
Health and Disease
Disease, defined
Disease, theories of
Disease, symptoms and diagnosis
Bacterial diseases, common types
Viral diseases, common types
Deficiency diseases
Human hereditary diseases
Functional (glandular disorders)
Fungal infections, common types
Parasitic and animal like protist
infections
Digestive disorders
Blood diseases
Visual defects
Kidney diseases
Cancer
Tumors
Cardiovascular diseases
Mental aspects of disease
Body defenses against diseases
Allergic reactions

30
35

20
20
30
30
30

33

--

35

85
60
30
70
70
70
55
30
10

----------

05
20
10

--

20

--

--

---

--

--

-27
10

10
25
40
30
25
60

15
05
60
15
10
15
15
15
10
35
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Table X.

(Continued)

Percentage of
Biologists
Public health services
Advances in medical techniques since

of

Textbooks

--

15

--

05
05

1850

Technology, disease, and pollution

Percentage

aNearly all of the topics concerned with nervous control and biological
roots of behavior were not chosen for inclusion by the judges.
bThe various plant and animal groups were checked by slightly more
than 50% of the judges but were included in 95% of the analyzed
textbooks.

is no health course in this college, then include it; otherwise
exclude this section.

"

"I would develop this part of the teaching around bacteria, fungi,
blood, etc.

,

and not as a separate unit.

"

Instructional Aids
VI.

Several basic issues still remain unsolved that relate to

instructional aids and patterns

of

organization that are most fruitful

in teaching a course especially designed for the non -science major.

These issues include the approach, study aids, whether or not a

laboratory should accompany

a

course of this nature, and the sequence

in which the topics can be most fruitfully handled to reach the objec-

tives of the course. Although these issues did not constitute the
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main purpose of this investigation, opinions were sought on each of
the issues.

Laboratory Course Vs Non - Laboratory Course
In response to the

direct question "Do you feel that

accompany this course ? ",

94% of the

a

laboratory should

respondees answered "yes."

Many felt that an occasional lecture should accompany the laboratory.

felt that the entire course should be developed around

One respondee

the laboratory with lecture and discussion periods all in one block.

Three percent of the respondees did not feel that

a

laboratory

was necessarily essential for a course of this type, and answered

"no" to the question.

indicated that

a

The remaining three percent of the sample

laboratory should accompany the course only if time

permits it.
Sequence
The respondees were asked to use a rating scale of one through eleven

to indicate the sequence by which they would prefer to teach the

11

content areas. In addition, they were requested to specify other

patterns that they would prefer.
The

responses showed that the opinions of this sample of

respondees were highly split. No one pattern stood out among the

majority of the respondees. The most preferred pattern, however,
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expressed by only

19% of

the respondees would follow the order:

History-philosophy - methodology
Molecular concepts
Energetics and metabolism
Departing from energetics and metabolism, the course could
go into many

directions.

that
One respondee recommended that the approach be followed
and Reid.
is illustrated in the textbook Bioscience, 1967, by Platt

Approach and Study Aids
Table XI and Table XII show a comparison of the respondees'
the non opinions on the approach that would be most fruitful for
major, and study aids to be utilized in comparison with the

science

percentage of textbooks that are using each.
Table XI. Approaches

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists

Historical approach
b. Principles approach
c. Fundamental conceptsclassical approach
d. Evolutionary approach
e, Levels approach
a.

--

10

50

70

--

10

75

05

-

05
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Table XII.

Study Aidsa

Percentage of Percentage of
Textbooks
Biologists
a. Review questions

--

50

Collateral readings
c. Summaries
d. Problem solving
exercises
e. Common prefixes, suffixes,
and anatomical terms of
biological usage

84

80

75

05

79

25

b.

aSeveral of the respondees recommended
film loops.

40
35

mm slides and

Additional Comments

There were those who preferred to express themselves more
fully than was possible on the questionnaires.

letters

to the completed

They attached personal

questionnaires further setting forth their

beliefs. Excerps from these letters follow:

interested in the problem of course content for the
non -science major, I send you my best wishes for undertaking a work very much needed, but very difficult. Here
at the college I am trying to organize a similar one but it
will be for junior or senior students, Many students do not
have any biology in high school, or they have a course which
is not up to date. Therefore, when they are at the college
level, it is very difficult to teach them concepts if they do
not have any background, and to teach factual biology, is a
risk of accumulating details --and to defeat the purpose of
awakening non -science majors to the very important concepts offered by the biological sciences to human thought.
I am very
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Another respondee held similar views:
such a course
For the past five years, I have had charge ofhas
been our
at the University of Southern California. It
to enable
as
intention to structure the lecture in such a way the principles
students majoring in other disciplines to relate
After
and ideas of biological sciences to their own fields.
manner of
extensive experimentation in course content, in groups,
presentation with respect to lectures, discussionto the firm
problem assignments and so forth, I have come
conclusion
conclusion that such a course is a mistake. This
have nothing
is based on the real fact that entering students are forced to
from which to relate, and in consequence they
and
suffer the difficulties of acquiring the vocabularies
introductory
philosophies of both the science course and the
Naturally
courses in their own areas simultaneously.
for non this implies that I believe that biological sciences
at a
majors should be offered at the upper division levelin his
time when the student has achieved some maturity
a philosophy
own professional objectives and has developed
the relationwithin the framework of which he can perceive

ships with biology.

based on four major
Still another respondee set forth her philosophy

premises:
1.

2

3.

Any course should be the same

regardless

of whether it

is for men, women, or coeds.

major and
Any course should be essentially the same for
There
non -majors or science and non- science students. be
should
are many ways of teaching biology but none
as to sex or
based on either of the above restrictions use
the same
future academic specialization. I would
history,
argument regarding courses in humanities,
in
literature, etc. If multiple courses are ofnecessary
chemical
a university, I might vary the intensity
just
approach --but care would be taken not to produce
a watered down course.
it should
Biology concerns all organisms, therefore not for
not be oriented toward humans -- especially
non -science students .
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4.

Biology concerns knowledge and experimentation at both

molecular and organismic levels, Therefore sampling
of both is necessary; but in some instances, exploration
in depth, necessitating elimination of other areas, is
better than skimming the surface of all areas to be
totally inclusive. Any decision to include this or that
topic would be subject to many variations, pressures,
etc. Since there is no absolute correct way to teach
biology, this makes little difference anyway. Hope
this gets my philosophy (prejudices ?) across.

From an institution especially designed for women, one respondee
wrote:
Your dissertation topic interests me and I would appreciate
a copy of the results of the questionnaire. Although I have
checked many topics that might be included in a course for
non -biology majors, I do not feel it essential to include everything. I prefer stressing a few major principles that might
be remembered by students ten years hence, rather than
covering a great amount of factual material. I would like
to develop Weaver's definition of science, adopted from A
Great Age For Science, 1961. 'Science is an adventure of
the human spirit; it is an essentially artistic enterprise,
stimulated largely by curiosity, served largely by disciplined imagination, and based largely on faith in the
reasonableness, order, and beauty of the universe of which
man is a part'.

Another respondee commented:
like to comment briefly on the concept of a freshman
course for non - science majors. I am particularly concerned because in this department here at Central Washington State College, we are going through the agony of
developing a course exactly like this. Our thinking, based
in part on the results of a CUEBS study is somewhat as
follows; In the present state of biological knowledge, it is
for all practical purposes impossible to teach a complete
terminal course in biology for the non - scientists. The
best way we can teach the non- scientist is to show him
how biology is relevant to modern problems and situations.
No attempt will be made to do all of the facets of biology
or all of the principles. This quarter, for example, the
I would
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persons teaching this experimental course spent the first
three weeks analyzing in detail, the ramifications of the
heart transfer experiments. Quite frankly, the students
were vitally interested in the subject, much more so than
if they had centered around class appointed outlines in this
questionnaire. Starting from the heart transplant experiment, they were carried into antibody antigen studies,
protein specificity concepts, the role of formed elements
in the blood and somewhat sociological implications of
organ transplants. Another phase I know will be brought
in strongly into this course is the entire area of human
ecology. In a word, the key hopefully to this course is
relevancy.
Thank you for the opportunity to be involved in this questionnaire. I shall be looking forward to seeing a copy of some
of the results of your study.
Still another respondee commented:
I

feel that

a

biology course should make the students aware

of the beauty and fascinating complexity of natural systems
at any level of organization. They should also be aware of
what our technological exploitation of our environment is
doing to the quality of our environment. If all countries of
the world became as strongly technological as we are in the
United States, I fear for the survival of the human species.
We may have to re -write the constitution to save ourselves

from technology.
And finally one respondee said:

The most important requirement of a good course is a good
instructor. The greater his wisdom, interest in his subject,
and ability to stimulate interest, the better the course. The
topics, relative time to be devoted to each, etc, are of
secondary importance. The appeal should be to the student's
intellect. Busy work and slavish devotion to encyclopedic

coverage will be

a

bore,
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Courses Currently Being Offered
Two respondees enclosed course outlines showing the

nature

of

their respective courses, These are currently being taught at the
University

of Iowa and New Mexico Highlands

University.

The outline obtained from Dr. Richard Bovbjerg of the

University of Iowa showed that the content is similar to that listed
on the

major questionnaire

of this

investigation.

A wide

range of

concepts are organized around eight broad units as follows:
1.

Introduction: What is the science of life?
Chemical processes

2.

Levels of living organization

3.

Matter, energy, and life

4.

Functions of complex plants

5.

Functions of complex animals

6.

The idea of evolution,

7.

Animal diversity

8.

Plant diversity

9.

Evolution, the mechanism

historical

The textbook, Elements of Biology by Paul Weisz, is used as the

basic text. Collateral readings are obtained from several books in the
Foundation of Modern Biology Series.

These include: Swanson, The

Cell; Galton, Life of the Green Plant; McElroy, Cell Physiology and

Biochemistry; Carlson and Johnson, Machinery of the Body.
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The framework for the course at New Mexico Highlands

University, which was obtained from Dr. Lora Shields, is centered
around

11

1.

units as follows:

Introduction - -use of microscope, cell biology, character-

istics
2.

of living

things, differences in plants and animals.

Plants as the ultimate source of the world's food supply,
amino acids and vitamins.

With the current explosion of

world populations, the greatest threat to civilization is

exhausting the food resources, not atomic fission products.
3

-8. Fundamental concepts taught from the organizational level
as

illustrated by certain plants, but largely, though not

exclusively, by the systems of man and rat under the headings:

respiration
excretion
digestion
movement of materials
control systems
reproduction
The

last three weeks are devoted
9.

to:

Genetics

10.

Evolution

11.

Classification -- covering major groupings
animals.

of plants and
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The course
1.

isfurther characterized as follows:

Students are exposed to 700 objective questions on lecture

materials posted for study during the quarter.
2.

Emphasis is placed on "why" rather than "what"? Several
examples are quoted: "Why do people yawn in lectures and

sermons?" "Why did your grandmother faint when her
clothing was too tight ?"
3.

Students are required to develop a technical vocabulary of
250 biology

4.

terms derived from Latin or Greek.

Biology is related to other areas - -but this is usually con-

fined to individual cases.
5.

A

brief test

on the

laboratory period,

day's assignment and a film concludes each
These are usually films dealing with

experimental techniques which Dr, Shields said the university did not have the proper equipment to demonstrate, or

that the teachers did not have the time to show.
6.

A

basic textbook, Life Science, by Dillon is used. Collateral

readings are assigned largely from Scientific American.
7.

Plans are being made to extend the course over another

year.
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Questionnaire II-- Mathematical Concepts
VII.
a

A

study was made to determine the extent, if any, to which

modern course for the non -science major should reflect the

dependency of biological phenomena on quantiative concepts.
of 28

items, contained in one or more of the

20

A

list

analyzed textbooks

The judges were asked to specify

was included on the questionnaire.

whether or not they would spend time helping the students to calculate
or to understand any of the concepts, and if so, to check those that

applied. They were also requested to list any other quantitative

relationships that they would include and to indicate the relative
amount of time that they would devote.

Results
An analysis of the answers to the
1.

Forty -three

of the 50

questionnaires showed that:

persons to whom the questionnaire

was mailed responded.
2.

Eight respondees

(19 %)

indicated that they would not include

any of the concepts listed.
3.

Thirty -five respondees

(81 %)

would include a few of the

concepts. However, only one topic "Mendelian ratios- genotypes and phenotypes" would be included by an over-

whelming majority (80 %) of the respondees.

This concept
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was found in 40% of the textbooks.
4.

Six additional topics were chosen by less than three- fourths
of the judges.

5.

They were:

a.

Expected gene frequencies in populations (applying
the Hardy- Weinberg Law), 66%

b.

Probability occurrences
(a priori, empiric, sampling),

71%

c.

Cell dimension computations,

d.

Temperature conversions,

e.

Conversions -- Metric - English measurement units,

f.

Population growth calculations or potential multiplication
of an organism, 57%

54%

57%
51%

Other items on the instrument were checked by one third or

less

of the

judges.

Most of the concepts listed in the questionnaire were found in
only one textbook, although not the same book.

Emphasis.

The

general concensus

of the group was

that less

than two 50 minute class periods of the entire course should be
devoted to the concepts checked.

There should not be a mathematics

lesson, per se, but the concepts should be used as

a

part

of the

explanatory comments on the topic or problem under consideration.
One respondee commented:

practical biological case or
application, the student will never realize that he is being
By tieing the concept to a
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mathematical - -which seems to scare some students. To
me, the qualitative -quantitative go together for complete
understanding, and certainly in being able to use the
knowledge.

Correlation with Findings
matical items

(1)

of Major

Questionnaire.

analysis and interpretation

of

data, and

Two mathe-

genetics

(2)

problems were listed on the major questionnaire that was distributed
to a
As

different group

of

judges.

The findings however, were

similar.

previously denoted in Table VIII, genetics problems were judged

by this group of judges to be an important element.

The analysis

and interpretation of data, which include the mean, the mode, the

median, the standard deviation, chi square test, etc.

,

that are each

listed separately on inquiry two, were thought to be unworthy

of

inclusion by the majority of both groups.

Questionnaire III --Men of Science
VIII.

During the past five years, there has been

a

trend toward

emphasizing the historical contributions of men of science. Over 425

scientists were found in the
study.

textbooks that were analyzed for the

Only 282 of this number however, were found in two or more

of the biology textbooks

designed for use in college introductory

courses. They were listed
to the

20

on the

questionnaires that were distributed

respondees.
To

determine the extent, if any, to which it might prove fruitful
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to develop a course or some
of

scientists, or

parts thereof, around the contributions

to acquaint the non. - science major with the

methodology of selected scientists and the development of biological

theories, the respondees were asked to:
Check once the men that they would mention and whose works

1.

would receive explanation.
2.

Check twice those that they would include in more detail.

3.

Check those whose contributions best illustrate science as
a

The

process

of the development of

biological theories.

latter directions accompany only those questionnaires that

were mailed to

a

small sample

of

ten science historians.

scores

of

all judges who checked

By combining the

a

name

once with those who checked it twice and selecting all names with a

combined rank of

50

or more, a very small bibliographic list was

obtained,

Results
An

analysis of the responses showed that:

1.

In

general, biologist respondees do not look with favor upon

treating biological concepts historically or developing
course per se around the works

of

a

scientists. Less than

one -third of the biologists in the sample would either mention

most of the scientists or go into their works in any detail.
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One respondee who chose 12

scientists sent

a

letter

to

accompany his response which said:
As the explanation for my reply, we do not emphasize
the historical approach in our freshman biology class.
To be frank about it, I find it difficult to get in all the
material I desire to cover, much less bring in historical

names,
2.

The contributions of four of the scientists can be fruitfully

used to illustrate the development of biological theories or

science as

a

process, as judged by science historians.

Table XIII shows the percentage of science historians who
would include these scientists in comparison to the per-

centage of analyzed textbooks in which the scientists were
found.

Table XIII,

Outstanding Biologists

Percentage
Charles Darwin
b. William Harvey
c. Lamarck
d. Gregor Mendel
a.

of

Percentage of

Science Historians

Textbooks

88
63
63
63

75
35
70
75

It might be noted that these four men would also be the most

preferred one's among the biologists judges, although they were only
checked by approximately one fourth of the judges.
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purposes of this investigation were twofold:
1.

To

determine important criteria for making

a

selection

of

course content in general biology.
2.

To

ascertain what should be the content emphasis in

biology for the purposes of general education at the freshman college level.
The

ber

of

literature pertinent to the problem was reviewed.

A

num-

approaches and educational philosophies have been proposed for

the selection of biological course content.

Courses have been

developed around:
1.

Topics that frequently occur in newspapers and widely read

magazines.
2.

The misconceptions and superstitions of students.

3.

Basic concepts fundamental to understanding the discipline.

4,

"Significant biological principles" that ramify most widely
into human affairs

5.

Student interests and preferences

6,

Philosophical and historical implications of biology
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7.

Textbooks and courses

8.

The use of "expert advice"

of

study

The subject matter content of 20 recent leading textbooks,

designed for use in college introductory biology courses was analyzed,

summarized, and classified under

referred

to plants, animals, and

traversed all levels

11

broad content areas that

micro- organisms alike, and that

of biological organization.

Current opinions

of a

random sample of 150 competent research

biologists, college and university teaching biologists, science educa-

tors, and science historians were sought
from the

20

on the content obtained

textbooks.

The data were collected by means of mailed questionnaires.
The study was divided into three parts as follows:

Questionnaire

I,

sought opinions on content emphasis, inclu-

sions, ommissions, objectives, and instructional aids

(50

biologists).
Questionnaire II, sought opinions regarding the extent to which
a

modern course for the non -science major should reflect the

recent dependency of biology

on

mathematics

(50

biologists).

Questionnaire III, was concerned with the emphasis to be placed
on the contributions and methodology of men of science (40

biologists and ten science historians).
The data were analyzed by means of descriptive percentages.
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Conclusions
The following major conclusions were drawn from the data

obtained in this study:
1.

A

general education course in biology should lead the student

primarily to appreciate the place and significance

of

biology

in human culture, and to a personal enjoyment of the
dis cipline,
2.

No

attempt should be made to acquaint the non - science

major with the fund of biological knowledge accumulated to
date, or to help him to develop an insight into current

biological research, although these goals might be
accomplished to some degree, simultaneously, as the

primary purposes
3.

of the

course are achieved,

The major content emphasis of the course, without regard
to sequence, should be focused

primarily

on

environmental

biology,
4.

The second

largest segment

of the

course, should be equally

distributed between two content areas:
2)

5.

1)

evolution, and

energetics and metabolism,

Important topics from other content areas that should be
included are:
a.

Organic compounds in living systems
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b.

Ionic dissociation

Importance of physical and chemical principles in understanding life
d. Plant tissue pattern contrasted with the animal plan
e. Chemical control, animal hormones
f. Mendelian inheritance
g. Sex and inheritance
h. Genes and gene action
i. Genetics problems
j. Practical applications of genetics
k. Cellular aspects of reproduction, mitosis and meiosis
Asexual and sexual reproduction, general features
1.
c.

m. Aging
n.
o.

6.

Death
The ideas and works of selected biologists -- William
Harvey, Gregor Mendel, Lamarck, and Charles Darwin

Molecular concepts, topics related to nervous control,

biological roots of behavior, systematics (except for general

principles), quantitative concepts, and the historical contributions of most of the biologists, should be de- emphasized.
7.

Topics related to health and disease should not be included
in the biological science course for the non - science major.

laboratory should accompany the course.

8.

A

9.

The content can be most fruitfully taught by utilizing a com-

bination of the "principles" and the "evolutionary" approaches.
10.

Problem solving exercises, collateral readings, summaries,
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and audio -visual aids should be utilized to help the students
to obtain the objectives of the course.

Recommendations
On the

basis

of the

findings and conclusions drawn in this study,

it is recommended that:
1.

Other methods be used to ascertain the content emphasis

for a general education course in the biological sciences.
The interview method is highly recommended,
2,

Curricula that have not been recently revised be examined.

3.

The following guide be used in organizing a course for the

non -science major in a liberal arts institution, for what-

ever merit and interest it may have.

Structure

of the

Course

It is recommended that a two semester three hour credit course

per semester be structured as follows:
minutes)

1.

One

lecture per week

2,

One

discussion period per week

3,

One

laboratory period per week (two hours)

(50

(50

minutes)

The team teaching approach might prove to be

presentation

of the

lectures. It is

fruitful for the

to be expected that the faculty in

charge of the course are not likely to have the same preparation in
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all content areas. All students should attend

a

common lecture, but

each student should be assigned to a smaller group for discussion and
the laboratory periods.

Lectures
The lectures should provide the skeletal framework for the

course.

The content should be focused around the topics that are now

considered to be important elements of a general education course of
study in the biological sciences as was shown in Table VIII, in addi-

tion to the content area environmental biology.

explored in some depth,

terms
a

of the

These should be

The presentations of biology should be in

student citizen and what he must know to be able to lead

satisfying and productive life,

Discussion Periods
The discussion periods should be

largely student centered. It

is recommended that the problem solving approach be utilized.

The

ideas should be centered around broad principles, Evolution can be

effectively interwoven throughout the course. Misconceptions that the
students have obtained concerning the lectures should also be cleared
during these periods,
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Laboratory
Both long term and short term exercises should be employed
in the laboratory.

They too, should supplement the lectures and

discussion problems. Students should be encouraged to set up problems from which, it is to be expected, they can draw conclusions and
develop skills in critical thinking, and the reporting of their findings.
They should be made aware that science is an open -ended intellectual

activity and that what is presently known or believed is subject to
change without notice.
and

part

That scientists strive to be honest, exact,

of a community devoted to the

pursuit

of

truth,

That their

methods are increasingly exact and the procedures themselves are

increasingly self - correcting.

In

short, the laboratory or field

exercises should be designed to familiarize the non -science student
with what science really is --to help him to recognize its spirit, and
to

appreciate its methods.

Activities
It is recommended that the following activities accompany the

course.

Project: Biological Science in the News: This should consist
of items obtained from the daily newspapers or

scientific periodicals

that are basically biological in nature, and are concerned with
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problems that face all citizens, Students will have the opportunity to

share their findings with the other members of the class, and to relate
this information to their own fields,
Symposium: Students who are especially interested in the topic

"aging" should be encouraged to elect to participate in a symposium-"Aging, from a biological point of view, a sociological point of view,
a

psychological point of view." Upon exploring the topic in some

depth, the class as

a

unit might wish to publicly invite the entire

college student body to hear the fruits of their efforts.
Audio- visual Aids: Since films and filmstrips can be effectively

used to illustrate processes and techniques that are more difficult
to present verbally, it is suggested that they be incorporated wherever

pertinent to the topics under consideration,
Visiting Consultants,

It is recommended that one or more

consultants be invited to acquaint the class with the nature of some of
the Public Health Services that are found in most communities.

Evaluation

Laboratory reports, examinations, and the quality of the students

oral contributions to class discussions should constitute the total
evaluation for the course. No attempt should be made to evaluate the
students recall of factual material, as this is not the primary objective of the course. Essay examinations of the take home type, can
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best yield the kind

of

results that are being sought. When carefully

framed, they can provide the latitude for a student to respond in ways
Test items should be

that are characteristic of his own thinking.

formulated so as to elicit from the student

a

response which requires

him to demonstrate his judgment, his evaluations, and the basis for
his beliefs,

In

addition, they can provide an opportunity for him to

assemble pertinent information and ideas, to organize and present
these logically in an integrated manner, and to state them in carefully
chosen, imaginative, and expressive language.
Overview of the Course
Since studies have shown that students are primarily interested
in those aspects of biology that concern them, it is recommended that

the entire course be focused on the freshman class - -his past, present
and future, in relationship to his environment.

It is to be understood

that biology includes other organisms, and at times it may be fruitful
and

necessary to focus attention

on

other groups. Even then, attempts

should be made to help the student to understand his own place in the

scheme of nature; namely, that he is
in common with other
To

a

living organism and has much

organisms,

capture the student's interest initially, and to give the

course direction, it is recommended that a theme "You" be chosen for
the course, and that throughout the course, the problem solving
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approach be employed. Many freshman may not be accustomed to
the student. centered problem solving approach, and may be hesitant

or too shy to participate in the discussions.

The teacher has the

real

responsibility of assuring them of the benefits and scope of this kind
of

class organization, It is recommended that they be explained:
This is your course, and like a bank account you will take
out of it only what you personally put into it, But unlike a
bank account, your 'interest,' depending solely upon your
'deposits,' will have much more value. By this, it is not
to be assumed that the teacher will not contribute materially.
In fact, the contrary is true. But since this will be a new
adventure --in more ways than one --don't expect the usual,
You will be expected to assume the initiative.

Several opportunities await you personally, Among these
are: (1) the opportunity to voice your convictions to an
audience that will bear with or against you, and consequently
the opportunity of determining for yourself just how sound
your convictions are; (2) the splendid opportunity to make
acquaintance with a variety of ideas, methods, and personalities, with the different members of the discussion
group, and certainly with the periodicals and books made
readily available to you; (3) the opportunity of pursuing a
chosen biological item of interest pertaining to your field
and digging out the facts for yourself, then presenting them
to the discussion group, unhesitatingly, and observing the
various reactions, What is actually obtained depends upon
the effort that you make.
Make every effort to be a class contributor, orally and
otherwise. Enter into the discussions freely with your
own convictions. But remember to be a good listener
too,

The opportunity to you in this course should be of more
value to you than the mere grade. But if it is the latter
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which is of utmost importance to you, then bear in mind
that the burden for such rests entirely on you. 3
It is entirely possible that some freshmen may not have had high

school biology.

The

first lecture should acquaint them with the gen-

eralizations which compose the fabric

of the

science.

They are known

as "Major themes and generalizations in biology," and consist of:
1.

The cell concept

2.

The gene concept

3.

The mutation theory

Continuity of germ plasma concept
5. Evolution and natural selection
6. Ecological interrelationships
7. Molecular foundations of biology
8. Mechanism and vitalism
4.

Their brief treatment facilitates reference to these ideas as
the course proceeds, and provides a means by which many pieces
of

information can be related,

The scientists that were responsible

for the development of these generalizations should also be identified.
When the teacher has acquainted the students with the nature
of the

and

course, the first problem solving question may be proposed

collateral readings assigned.

3Adopted from suggestions to a student beginning the CC 557
Seminar at Oregon State University from a student completing the

seminar,
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Unit I.

Who Are You?

The teacher might ask the questions, who are you, biologically

speaking? What evidence can you offer to verify that you are who you
say you are?
It is believed that personal questions of this type would arouse
the students curiosity, and cause him to develop an appetite for

further reading. Recommended collateral readings pertinent to the
topic may be obtained from:
Ionizing radiation and evolution.
Scientific American 201(3):138-160.

Crow, James,

1959.

Dobzhansky, Theodosius. 1967. Evolution, Genetics,
and Mana New York, John Wiley. Chapter XIII.

Oparin, A. I. 1953. Origin of life. New York, Dover
Publications. 270 p.
Origin of life, Scientific
American 191 (2) :44 -53,

Wald, George,

1954.

One might anticipate that the students might produce any

number of different answers, one or more that could ultimately lead
to their chemical make up, or eventually to the

evolutionary viewpoint.

history

of life, an

The discussion could then be focused on the

major compounds in living systems, and the species concept --with
mankind as one species.

Some students may then be curious to know

where the first species came from.

This would focus attention on

the origin of life. Detailed lectures should then be presented on the
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topic, with most of the emphasis on the events associated with

chemical evolution as we now believe it to have occurred.

Lectures
Problems Concerning Life's Origin.

The absence of

fossil

evidence; the difficulty of re- creating the processes involved;

restriction

of

discussion largely to indirect evidence; the scientific

belief in the natural origin of life from non - living material.
Concept of Evolution. Meaning; chemical or inorganic vs

biological or organic evolution; macro - evolution and micro- evolution;
population concept of evolution.

Chemical Evolution. Origin and composition of the primitive

atmosphere;

H, H2O, NH4, CH4, CO2 and HCN as

precursors; abiotic synthesis

chemical

of proteins and nucleic acids as

revealed by Miller and Urey's experiments; formation of early compounds: sugars, amino -acids, purines, and pyrimidines in primeval

seas; electricity as an energy source; formation

of

molecular

aggregates and primitive cells -- bacteria, blue green algae or viral
like types; transition from non - living to living: Koesians coacervate

droplet experiments.
The experimental evidence should be presented objectively.

Efforts should be made to help the students to understand that the

synthesis

of

organic compounds from chemicals, as illustrated by
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Miller and Urey's experiments, tells us what can happen as these

reactions are set up in the laboratory.

The evidence does not prove

that it did happen in this way, and we should not expect it to.
Organic evolution deals with more than a possible explanation
for the origin of life.

It deals with the origin of the species and the

relationship among them. The relationships are thought to be based
on common

ancestry. In most textbooks and

a

number of other

references, they are well documented. Thus the lecture material
should further cover:

Evidences of Evolution.

from
(d)

(a)

classification;

(b)

comparative anatomy;

genetics; (e) biochemistry;

physiology;

(h)

The nature of the evidence as derived

(f)

embryology;

(g)

(c)

fossil records;

comparative

cytology; (i) immunology; and (j) geographic distribu-

tion.

Discussion Periods
Discussion periods could be organized around problems such
as:
1.

What other theories have been proposed to explain the

origin of life?
2.

Did life originate only once?

or many times? Can we

expect it to ever happen again?
3.

Hypothesize as to whether the first organisms were
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autotrophs or heterotrophs.
4.

Once an organism was formed, how was evolution actually

brought about (the mechanism)
5.

?

Can you think of an example that would illustrate that

evolution is still occurring today? You need not confine

your answers to humans.
6.

What impact did Darwin's theory of natural selection have
on

society at the time that it was published?

From these discussion problems, the theory of special creation
and the cosmozoic theory are likely to be explored.
of

Lamarck's theory

use and disuse, Darwin's theory of natural selection, and the

mutation theory by DeVries are likely to be brought into the discussions; these should be explored in some depth, as well as the modern
concept of the mechanism by which evolution is brought about. It is

suggested that students treat the theory of natural selection from a

historical perspective, so as

to obtain an idea of the way in which

biological theories grow and develop, are accepted or rejected, and
the sociological implications.

Collateral readings on the history

of

evolutionary theory may

be obtained from the following sources:

Darlington, C. D. 1959. The origins of Darwinism.
Scientific American 200(5) :60 -66.
1961. Darwin's Century,
Anchor Books Chapters III -VII.

Eisley, Loren.

New York,
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Darlington's article provides

evolutionists, those who suggested

a good
a

account of the minor

concept similar to natural

selection, before Darwin wrote the "Origin of the Species.

"

Eisley's

paperback covers the historical tradition before Darwin as well as
concentrating on the period immediately surrounding Darwin's work.
This reference is especially recommended for those students who

wish to pursue the climate of opinion in nineteenth - century biology.

Laboratory
A

laboratory exercise and

a

film should accompany this unit as

follows:

Experiment on Spontaneous Generation.

This is a long term

exercise similar to those performed in the eighteenth century during
the heated Spontaneous Generation Debate.

The goal should be to help

the student to recapture the experiences of the scientists involved,

such as Spallanzani and Pasteur.
- -ice

A copy of the

exercise is attached

Appendix B.

Film: Evolution of Man. This

28

minute color film is a lecture.

It covers the ascent of man through the changing world of the ice age
and the newest discoveries found in three continents.

part

10 of

The film is

the AIBS Biology Series and may be obtained from McGraw -

Hill Book Company.
In concluding this unit, the

instructor has the real responsibility
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of seeing to it that students have

separated in their minds the theories

regarding the origin of life and the origin of the species, as well as an
understanding of the meaning of the species concept; the evidences that
evolution has occurred --and the nature of these evidences, along with
the mechanism by which it is thought to have been brought about.

Further, it should be pointed out that the major organic compounds
that were thought to form the first organisms are the same as those
found in living systems today.

Your Major Lifetime Problems

Unit 2.

The question "What major problems confront you ?" should be

assigned. Again, the students will search for biological explanations,
and it is to be expected and encouraged that they will attack the ques-

tion from many angles.

It has often been said however, that an

organism has two major problems in

A

a

lifetime:

1.

The problem of how to stay alive -- "self maintenance"

2.

The problem of propagating its kind -- "species maintenance"

considerable portion of the course will be devoted to these two

ideas,

a

fact which is itself

a

measure

of

their importance.

Lectures
It is recommended that the content center on the following:

Cell metabolism.

Basic principles; concept of homeostasis
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Intake and Processing of Foods: How foods are obtained, how

they are digested, absorbed, circulated, how they are used by the cell,
and how metabolic wastes are excreted.

Nutrient requirements should

be discussed, as well as the experimental basis for our knowledge of
the digestive processes involved.
of

It is recommended that the theory

circulation by William Harvey be developed historically.

Discussion Periods
Students may then be encouraged to find out

(1) "Do

organisms maintain themselves in the same way as

other

I do ?"

This

problem offers an excellent opportunity for them to explore the concept of similarity and differences among the major groups as well as

their relationship to them. By searching the literature they may
become acquainted not only with classification but with:
a.

Intracellular and extra - cellular digestive patterns in
organisms other than man

b.

The food making process in plants (photosynthesis)

c.

Ionic and osmoregulation in protists

d.

Regulation of body fluids; that is, the problem of excretion
and salt water balance in marine,

fresh water,

and

terrestrial animals
e.

Excretory mechanisms in animals -- including flame cell
systems in Platyhelminthes; nephridia in earthworms; and
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malphigian tubules in insects, etc.
f.

Water balance in leaves; xylem - phloem transport in

vascular plants; open circulatory system (animals)
Background reading for these problems may be obtained by
consulting:
Arnon, D. I.

1960,

The role of light in photosynthesis.

Scientific American 203(5):104 -118.
Nielsen, Knut - Schmidt, 1961. Animal Physiology. Prentice
Hall Foundation of Modern Biology Series, Chapters
I and IV.

Simpson and Beck. 1965. Life: An introduction to biology,
New York, Harcourt, Brace and World. Chapter 11.

Personal problem situations centered around student activities
might be the following:
2.

Consider
a

a

typical Saturday on the campus. You did not have

class so you slept late and missed your breakfast.

By noon

you were very hungry and ate a huge lunch which consisted of

several sandwiches made
and tomatoes,

The

of

bread, ham, mayonaise, lettuce,

dessert was

a

chocolate sundae.

To

compensate for the high caloric intake, you rushed to the
gymnasium and took a series of rigorous exercises.

Finally, you became exhausted and decided to return to the

dormitory to relax, and to aid you in the endeavor, smoked
a

cigarette. Utilizing the information presented to you in

the lectures on self maintenance, and from your collateral
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readings explain:
a.

How do you account

for your inability to control your

appetite? Cite the evidence for your answer,
b.

In a thorough, condensed

format, outline all of the

events that occurred within your body from the time that
you

first

saw the lunch until you ate it, and the fate of

it after it entered your body.

Be

very specific and

inclusive in your answer.
c.

Given the many diverse processes going on in the body,

what mechanisms have evolved to coordinate them?
d.

Do you think

that the exercise might have affected your

weight? Your digestive process?
e.

What effect did the smoking have upon your body?

Additional collateral reading for this unit may be obtained from:
Hammond, E. C.

1962.

The effects of smoking.

Scientific

American 207(1):39 -51,

Weisz, Paul, 1967. The Science of Biology. New York,
McGraw -Hill, Chapter 17,
?

P.-bor. atory

Two films may be used to supplement the unit.
Le

lased

Both may

from coronet Films, Cell Biology Series, Coronet

c'..11cling, Chicago,

Illinois 60680.
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Life Functions, film no. two.

This 19 minute film depicts how

diffusion and osmosis help provide cell nutrients. How hydrolysis
and oxidation of nutrients are

role of enzymes in oxidation.

carried out for energy release, The
DNA and RNA; the

synthesis of ATP

from ADP.

Structural Unit

of Life, film no. one.

the parts and functions of living cells.

This

11

minute film shows

Protoplasmic streaming in

a

leaf cell, amoeba engulfing food, growing and dividing. Basic

relationships

of our bodies to

other organisms.

Self- maintenance is not the end in biological processes.

It may

be thought of as a means to an end - -that of guaranteeing the propaga-

tion of the species.

This major problem that the student will face has

implications for the freshman five, six, or seven years from now.
However, an understanding of certain basic biological principles may
help them to intelligently make vital decisions that could have

a

tremendous effect upon shaping the entire pattern of their families.
It is to be assumed that by then, they will, in all

probability be

happily married.

Lectures
Maintenance of species can be studied at different levels of

biological organization.
include the following:

It is recommended that the

lecture material
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Cellular aspects of reproduction. Meiosis and mitosis.
Sexual and asexual reproduction,

The general

features,

advantages, and disadvantages of each; the significance of sex.
Human and mammalian reproduction.

fertilization, and stages

of

Key events including

embryonic development; the action of

hormones during pregnancy and childbirth, and how the ovarian cycle
is correlated with the menstrual cycle; circulatory and respiratory

changes occurring at birth.

Appropriate models and charts should be used to portray the

pertinent anatomical features

of the

male and female reproductive

systems.
Discussion Periods
Students, particularly girls, may find it especially fruitful to

explore the many ways in which an unborn child may be affected during
the embryonic stages of development.
1.

A

typical problem might be:

Does the environment affect the development of a human

being in the womb? Can any of the following factors influence
the development of the unborn child? If so, how, and at

what stage of development?

Maternal age
b. Maternal parity
c. Maternal disfunction
a.
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d,

e.
f,
g.

h.

i,

2,

Maternal sensitization (Rh factor)
Nutrition
Drugs and infections
Physical agents (X -rays)
Emotional factors
Other environmental factors

Suppose upon marriage, you discover that you are unable to

bear children, and with the mutual consent
you decided to adopt an infant.

of

your spouse,

Upon reporting to the

placement bureau, you are shown two orphaned infants.
They look equally appealing and are certified to be equally
sound and fit.

You are eager to adopt one and as

there is

apparently no choice, you are about to toss a coin.
an official

tells you that Baby

illiterate day laborer and

a

A is the

Then

offspring of an

wash lady, and that Baby

B

is

the offspring of a talented authoress and a handsome

physician.

Would you still feel that there was no choice?

What evidence, if any, could you use to help you to intel-

ligently make this decision?
3.

Discuss the pros and cons

of

artificial insemination as it

applies to humans and other organisms.
4.

Suppose you are on the threshold of marriage and are

worried about the children you might have with

partner.

How much can be

a

chosen

foretold from the traits revealed
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in you, your prospective mate, and your two families?

Suppose there is clear evidence that a serious defect or

5.

disease is present in the person that you are in love with,
or in yourself or both, or either or both of your families.
How should this

Is it wise,

6.

affect your plans for marriage?

biologically speaking, to marry

a

cousin?

Explain.
7.

Should we attempt to apply a program of eugenics to the

human population? Can we be sure what type of individual
is most desirable for our society?

Consult the following sources for background reading on the

problems:
Human heredity.
Publishing Company. p. 82 -100.

Montagu, Ashley.

1959.

New York, World

1962. Prenatal Influences. Springfield,
Illinois. Charles C. Thomas Publishers.
Chapters 5 -15. (A detailed account of these influences
and how the experimental evidence was obtained)

Montagu, Ashley.

Schenfeld, Aram. 1965. Your heredity and environment.
New York, J. B. Lippincott Company. Chapters 4547; 31.

Lectures
A sound

understanding of some of the problems previously

assigned would require a thorough background in the fundamentals
of

genetics. It is recommended that the following materials be
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covered in the lectures, supplemented with films:
Mendelian Inheritance: including the modern interpretation
of

Mendel's results; Mendel's factors vs chromosome theory of

inheritance; law of segregation; law of independent assortment;
genetics problems illustrating how genotypes and phenotypes may be
predicted; some practical applications of genetics.

Coronet Film, "Human Inheritance,

"

The 18 minute

shows how Mendelian laws

apply to human traits. It illustrates how some traits becomes

dominant and some become recessive.
Non - Mendelian Inheritance.

sex and inheritance.

Genes and gene action; mutations;

The 16 minute film, Gene Action, introduces

biochemical mechanisms of inheritance; structure of DNA and its
role as

a

determinant

of

cell types; how genetic mutations result

from an organism's inability to carry on specific biochemical reactions.
It may be obtained from Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Students should be encouraged to read:

Ingram, Vernon. 1958. How do genes act? Scientific
American 198 (2):68-74.

Laboratory

Exercises pertaining to genetics, reproduction and development,
supplemented by films should be performed or observed in the

laboratory.
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Two

exercises are designed to enable the student to gain

practice in determining the frequency of genotypes and phenotypes.
They are: 1) the Study of Population Genetics; and 2) The Effects of

Population Size

A:

A Study in Human

Evolution.

Copies of these

exercises showing detailed procedures are attached to Appendix
Two

B.

experiments are designed to show the embryonic stages

of development in the chick embryo, a
an Echinoid.

vertebrate, and an invertebrate,

Copies of these experiments are also attached in

Appendix B.
The 16 minute film, "Mitosis and DNA" should be viewed to

observe the structure and duplication of the DNA molecule, the
physiological process
and meiosis.

It is No.

of
3

mitosis, and the difference between mitosis
of the

films from the Coronet Cell Biology

Series.
The 28 minute

lecture film, "Plant Growth and Development"

should be used to give the student some idea of the developmental

process in plants. This film illustrates the embryo's built in capacity
for growth; shows how seed growth is triggered and polarity is
developed in germination, as well as the effects of light and gravity
on the

behavior of root and shoot tips.

from McGraw Hill Book Company.

The film may be obtained
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Unit 3.

Environmental Problems That Confront You

Students might be asked to reflect upon the questions 'What

hazzards in the environment do you face? Now? In the future ?"
Every non -science student should become aware of the relationship of an organism, including man, to its environment.

Attempts

should be made to help students to define today's major environmental

problems that are in dire need of

a

solution.

The humanities and

social science students should be given some insight as to what the
consequences will be if these problems are not solved; whether or not

science has

a

solution to the problems or can be expected to solve

them; and what they, as future responsible citizens of a democracy
can do to help through individual or community action.

Lectures
Content covered in the lectures should include:
1.

The human environment in the modern world, contrasted

with primitive tribes; the impact of mechanization and com-

munication; the interdependence of communities.
2.

Problems

of land

erosion, water conservation, and flood

control
3.

Food shortages, and the possibilities of exploring other
food sources
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4.

Depletion of natural resources and its ultimate consequences

5.

Wildlife management

6.

Effects and consequences of high energy radiation

7.

Pollution: control of industrial wastes

8.

Problems of insect pest control

9.

Human population dynamics -- including Malthusian theory
of population growth

10,

Man and biological communities of the future

Collateral readings may be obtained from the paperbacks:
Bates, Marston, 1967, Man in Nature. New Jersey,
Prentice Hall Foundation of Modern Biology Series.
Chapters V and IX.
Brown, Harrison. 1954. The Challenge of Man's Future.
New York, Viking Press. 290 p.

Public Health Consultant
It is well known that diseases are among our major environ-

mental enemies. With the increase in life expectancy, this has even
become more significant, especially in the United States.

teacher of the general education course

in the

The

biological sciences

might wish to avoid delving into content related to health and disease,
as this information is likely to be covered in a college health course.

It might prove fruitful however, to acquaint the students with the

nature of major public health services that are generally found in
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The students might wish to elect to have one or

most communities.

more consultants from the local Public Health Department acquaint
them with the nature of one or more of the Public Health Services

listed below, or they may wish to visit the Health Department.
1.

Sanitation program -- water, sewage, and air pollution

2.

Immunization control programs for communicable diseases

3.

Home nursing programs, including services for the aged

4.

Program

5.

School health program

6.

Mental health program

7.

Family planning program -- including child care guidance,

of

alcoholism

contraceptives, etc,
8.

Other public health services and programs

Discussion Periods

Project. For this unit,

I

recommended that the students do a

project "Science in the News." This activity will consist

of having

the students read and keep news clippings of current vital problems

that face all citizens and are basically biological in nature.

articles may be kept in
for this purpose.

The

a

special notebook or

a

The

scrapbook designed

assignment should be made at the beginning

of

the semester, the teacher might wish to recommend, but not require,

that students subscribe to Scientific American, Science Digest, or
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some other biological periodical. Items may also be secured from
the daily newspapers.

Each student should be given an opportunity to share with the

discussion group, the highlights

of

his findings. Efforts should be

made to help the student to relate these biological findings to his own

field --the social sciences and the humanities.

The goal is to arouse

the student's curiosity so that he will be receptive to findings of cur-

rent and future research, and will study them with

a

critical attitude- -

thus preparing him for a more responsible citizenship.

Laboratory
I

recommend that the laboratory exercise consist of

project designed
of the

to study communities and

ecosystems.

project should be to discover the structure

of a

a long

range

The objectives

natural com-

munity, to determine how it operates by identifying as many inter-

relationships as possible between species, to make measurements
of the

populations, and to determine if man has altered the com-

munity in any way that is harmful or beneficial.

From analyzing the

community, the students will discover food chains and pyramids of

energy relationships- -that is, the nature of mutualism, commensalism, parasitism, etc,
of

classification

They will become familiar with basic principles

of some of the groups of

organisms.

The organisms

which they collect will provide a partial set of specimen which they
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will use in an exercise to be performed in the laboratory on principles
of

"classification.

"

A copy of

this exercise, as well as the exercise

on "Study of Communities and Ecosystems" may be found in the

appendix of this report.
The

list

of selected

filmstrips may be used to supplement the

unit. Students may wish to view these on their own free time, or
they may be incorporated during the laboratory periods.

Number 33.

How

animals are classified, color

Number 44. How plans are classified, color
Source: Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
1 150 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois 60091
Number 911.

Forest resources, color

Number 914. Nature cooperates with man, color
Number 917.

Wildlife resources, color

Source: Herbert M. Elkins
10031 Commerce Avenue
Jugunga, California 91042
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Unit 4. As You Age
This unit should attempt to cover what is currently known about

aging, its effects and consequences, and how the experimental

evidences have been obtained. Much of the evidence has been derived

from organisms other than man.

Lectures
The lectures should focus on the general aspects of what is

currently known about:
1.

Aging as a normal process

2.

Aging as a pathological process

3.

Factors which contribute to extending the prime

of life

These topics will provide the framework for further thought and dis-

cussion.

Discussion Periods
In the

discussion periods, all students may be assigned some

references for background reading and asked to seek the answers to
these problems:
1.

Hypothesize as to what causes aging.

2.

Does aging occur in all organisms? Do bacteria or unicells

age?
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3.

Is the

rate

of aging the same for males and

females? In

all organs and tissues?
It is recommended that students read the references listed

below:

Hayflick, Leonard, 1968. Human cells and aging. Scientific
American. 218 (3): 32- 37.

Physiological aspects of aging in
plants. American Journal of Botany 44(3):289-294.

Robbins, W. T.

1957.

1962. The physiology of aging.
American. 206(1):100 -111,

Shock, Nathan.

Scientific

Yapp, W. B. and G. H. Bourne. 1957. Biology of Aging:
Proceedings of a Symposium. New York, Hafner
Publishing Company, 128 p.
By exploring the

literature

in some depth, the

students can

gain a real insight into this aspect of the developmental process.
They will find out what is known about aging in bacteria, higher plants
and animals; endocrine aspects of aging; the effects of aging in

invertebrates and vertebrates; and senescence and nutrition. Social
science and humanities students might become interested in exploring
the
the sociological implications and the psychological aspects of
aging process.

Symposium
and
It is recommended that a symposium on aging be organized

presented to the entire college student body as an outgrowth

of this
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unit.

This should only be attempted after much hard work by the

students and faculty alike.

The topic could be:

"Aging- -from a biological point of view, a sociological point
of view, a psychological point of view"
The symposium could be held on evening when the

was probably free to attend.

entire student body

Class participants might wish to

volunteer.
The sociological implications of the problem would relate to

demographic aspects, that is, changes that are now occurring in the
age of the population structure; sociological problems of the aged- as for example, housing, family

structure, public health services,

and the ultimate effects of these changes in terms of dependency and

economic maintenance of senior citizens.

Psychological aspects might deal with the nature of the research
that has been performed with regards to aging and perception, work

performance, adult learning, emotional stability, and other aspects.
Laboratory
The
to

laboratory exercise to accompany this unit will be designed

determine the extent, if any, that age has on the growth and develop-

ment of vegetatively propagated plants. A copy of this long term

experiment is attached to the appendix.
It has been thought that the age of a plant influences its
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vegetative propagation, growth, and development, but further
An insight into the problem would

research is needed in this area,

have important practical applications to horticulture, agronomy,
and

forestry, because these fields make extensive use

of vegetative

propagation.
Completing the Life Span

Unit 5.

Discussion Periods
Death is the ultimate fate of every organism,
outcome of the aging process.

It represents the

Upon viewing aging from

several dif-

ferent perspectives, the student might be assigned these problems to

further reflect upon:
1.

What are the causes of death? When does it occur?
What physiological changes accompany this process?

females generally live longer than males?

2.

Why do

3.

Is it feasible to extend life beyond what is now considered

the average life expectancy?
4.

To what extent do

most organisms reach their full life span?

It is recommended that students read the following reference:

Confort, Alex. 1961. The life span of animals. Scientific
American 205(1) :108 -119.
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Table XIV.

Lecture and laboratory titles. The number in parenthesis
indicates the approximate number of 50 minute lectures
and two hour laboratories that are devoted to each topic.

Lectures
Unit 1.
Major biological themes and generalizations
Problems concerning life's origin (1/2)
Concept of evolution (1/2)
Chemical evolution (5)
Evidences of evolution (2)
Problem solving discussion topics (9)
Unit

(1)

2

Cell metabolism, general features (1)
Human and mammalian digestion (2)

Transport (1)
Excretion (1)
Sexual and asexual reproduction, general aspects
Human or mammalian reproduction (2)
Mendelian inheritance (3)
Human inheritance (18 minute film)
Sex and inheritance (1)

(1)

Genes and gene action (3/4)
Gene action (16 minute film)
Mutations (1/4)

Practical applications

of genetics (1/2)
Problem solving discussion topics (12)

Unit 3
Human environment, primitive and modern (1)
Problems --water conservation, land erosion, flood control
Problems - -food shortage (1)
Depletion of natural resources and consequences (1)
Wildlife management (1)
Radiation dangers (2)
Industrial pollution (1)
Insect and pest control (1)
Man and biological communities of the future (1)
Discussion topics -- "Science in the news" (15)

(1)
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Table XIV.

(Continued)

Unit 4.

Normal and pathological aspects of aging (1 1/2)
Extending the prime of life, contributing factors (1/2)
Problem solving discussion topics (4)
Unit 5.

Problem solving discussion topics

(1)

Laboratories
Exercises
Spontaneous generation (6)
Effect of population size: A study in human evolution (1)
Study of population genetics (1)
Early development in an Echinoid (1)
Observation of the chick embryo (1)
Communities and ecosystems (9)
Effects of age on growth and development of vegetatively
propagated plants (12)

Classification

(2)

Films
Evolution of man (28 minutes)
Structural unit of life (11 minutes)
Mitosis and DNA (16 minutes)
Plant growth and development (28 minutes)
Life functions (19 minutes)

Filmstrips
Forest resources, number

911 (18 minutes)
Nature cooperates with man, number 914 (18 minutes)
Wildlife resources, number 917 (18 minutes)
How plants are classified, number 33 (28 minutes)
How animals are classified, number 34 (28 minutes)
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Sample Evaluation Items
I.

Read the viewpoints of a mechanist and a vitalist as suggested
in the readings.

Which arguments seem most valid? What

loopholes, if any, do you find in each type of argument?

Driesch, Hans. 1908. The science and philosophy of
an organism. London, Adams and Charles Black.
344 p,
(Note: Driesch was the most prominent and vocal
of the late 19th century and early 20th century
vitalists. The experiments which lead him to
vitalism are described in this book)
1964. The mechanistic conception of
Cambridge, Harvard University Press.

Loeb, Jacques.

life,

216 p,
(Note: Loeb

represents the extreme mechanistic

outlook)
II.

The following
a

organisms represent

salt marsh area

of the San

a

midwinter food web in

Francisco Bay,

Salt march harvest mouse
Snails
Norway rat
Grasshoppers
California vole
Song sparrow
Short -eared owl
Western sandpipers Savanna sparrow
Mallard ducks
Vagrant shrew
Terrestrial and salt marsh
Smelt
plants
heron
Blue
Clapper rail
Common egret

Marsh hawk

Anchovy
a.

What is the structure of this community and how does it

operate?
b.

A

farmer noticed

a

small marsh hawk, sitting on the
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fence of an orchard near his chicken yard.

He shot and

killed the bird because he had heard that all hawks kill
and eat young chickens.

In what sense might he have

made a mistake in killing the hawk? How could you

determine scientifically whether or not song sparrows,
blue jays, hawks, crows, and other so- called nuisance

birds should be killed?
III.

Game laws in many parts of the country protect squirrels
by allowing only a short legal open season for hunting these

animals and by limiting the number of dead squirrels a hunter
may have in his possession at the time. In some areas these

protective measures have allowed squirrels to multiply until
they have become destructive to farmer's crops. Might a

farmer be able to justify killing squirrels outside the legal
hunting season if he could prove that they were destroying

valuable crops? Do wildlife protective measures benefit

everyone? Who should determine when such protective
laws are no longer necessary?
IV.

Write an essay of 250 words or less explaining the relevance
of biology to human

affairs,
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRES
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February,

1968

Dear
This letter comes to ask a special favor of you. In view of your
already crowded schedule, I do hope that you can find the time to
assist me.
am trying to determine and to select significant biology course
content for the non - science major at the college freshman level.
As you are aware, the subject matter is so vast and the approaches
so varied that this is a most difficult and challenging task.
I

participate in this study for it was felt
that you are among those best prepared for the task, and your
opinion is highly regarded. Wont you please fill out the enclosed
questionnaire for me and return it in the stamped envelope provided? As this study is for one phase of my Ph. D. dissertation
at Oregon State University, I would be most grateful if you could
return the completed form by February 29, if possible.
You have been chosen to

digest of the results of the study, please
designate this at the end of the questionnaire in the appropriate
space. A copy will then be forwarded to you upon completion
of the study.
If you would like a

Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation.
be eagerly awaiting your response.

I

shall

Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Lela R. Hankins

Enclosures
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The objectives below are concerned with the role of biology in a

general education. Using a rating scale of
in the order that you would give priority.

1

through 4, rank these
Rank

a.

Biology should foster an awareness of
the procedural character of science.

b.

It should provide an acquaintance with
the fund of biological knowledge
accumulated to date.

c.

It should develop an insight into areas
of current concern in biological research.

d.

It should lead to an appreciation of the
place and significance of biology in human
culture, and to a personal enjoyment of
the discipline.

D
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DIRECTIONS
The subject matter content of 20 biology textbooks designed for
use in college introductory courses has been analyzed and classified.
Will you please place a check mark (V) in the right hand column of
all the topics you think should be included for a FRESHMAN LEVEL
COURSE FOR THE NON -SCIENCE MAJOR in a woman's liberal arts
college. Leave it unmarked if you would omit it, and write a note
or phrase in case you wish to qualify your response. You may write
this note or phrase in the spaces at the end of each section indicating
by letter the part of the question to which you refer. Also, please
circle the relative amount of time you would spend on each major
area, keeping in mind a one year course of 72 lecture- recitation
periods. Feel free to add pages if you desire to express yourself
more fully than possible on these sheets.
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HISTORY

Circle the number

PHILOSOPHY

-

periods

of

(50

devote.

-

METHODOLOGY

minutes each) that you would
5
more
4
3
2
1
Check

Science, general scope
Scientific research
Biology and scientific conceptual scheme
Sub -divisions of biology, defined
Major biological themes and generalizations
Analysis and interpretation of data
f.
g. Sources of scientific information
h. History of biology, chronological survey

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Others? (Please specify)

MOLECULAR CONCEPTS

Circle the number

of

periods

devote.

(50

minutes each) that you would
more
4
5
3
2
1
Check

Historical background
Chemical processes, energy in
Chemical substances, nature of
Chemical reactions, properties
Chemical reactions, types
Chemical reactions, factors affecting
Organic compounds, properties
Inorganic compounds, properties
i. Organic compounds, in living system
j. Inorganic compounds, in living system
k. Ionic dissociation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

1.

pH and buffers

m. Enzymes
n. Importance of physical and chemical principles in

understanding life

Others? (Please specify)
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ENERGETICS AND METABOLISM

minutes each) that you would
1
2
3
4
5
more
devote.
Check
a. Cell metabolism, basic principles
b. Energy and work concept
c. Photosynthesis, green plant type
d. Photosynthesis, bacterial type
e. Biosynthesis of organic compounds, and plant hormones
f. Nutrient procurement
g. Nutritional requirements
h. Digestion, general features
i. Digestive systems
j. Transport systems
k. Assimilation and absorption

Circle the number

of

periods

(50

Glands and secretion
m. Hunger and thirst
1.

n.
o.

p.
q.

r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.

x.

Respiration, diversity of types
Respiration, variations in
Respiration, limiting factors in
Respiration and breathing contrasted
Respiratory reactions
Respiratory systems
Respiratory pigments
Respiratory rates
Basal metabolism
Breathing at high altitudes
Excretion

Others

?

(Please specify)

FORM -FUNCTION

Circle the number
devote.

of

periods

(50

minutes each) that you would
more
4
2
3
5
1
Check

a.
b.
c.

Cells, generalized model
Protoplasm, physical organization
Molecular movement
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Check

Tissues, plant pattern
e. Tissues, animal pattern
f. Major systems of body
d.

Others? (Please specify)

CYBERNETICS

Circle the number of periods
devote.

(50

minutes each) that you would
1
2
more
3
4
5
Check

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

General control cycle
Cellular controls
Chemical controls, animal hormones
Plant coordination and control
Inter- organismic controls
Regulation of body fluids
Biological rhythms and clocks
Ecological homeostasis
Human population control
Breathing control
Nervous Control

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.

q.

r.

Responsiveness
Stimuli, diversity and significance
Neurons
Receptors
Central nervous system
Vertebrate brain
Nerve nets
Autonomic nervous system
Biological Roots of Behavior

s.
t.
u.
v.

Behavior, defined
Behavior, as movement -- effectors
Muscular effectors
Stinging organs and electrical effectors
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Check
w,

x,
y.
z.

aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.

ee.
ff.

Behavior, philosophical views
Behavior, adaptive nature
Behavior, in relation to nervous system structure
Tropisms, taxes, and reflex movements
Innate and learned behavior
Imprinting, releasers, and action patterns
Space perception
Reflexes .-nd conditioned reflexes
Concepts, symbols, languages
Moods, emotions, personality

Others? (Please specify)
GENE TICS

Circle the number of periods

(50

devote.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.

j.
k.

minutes each) that you would
more
5
4
1
2
3
Check

Early notions 'bout heredity
Mendelian inheritance
Sex and inheritance
Non - Mendelian inheritance
Genes and gene action
Mutations
What is a gene?

Cytoplasmic inheritance
Human inheritance
Genetics problems

Practical applicp tions

Others? (Please specify)

of genetics
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REPRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Circle the number of periods

(50

devote.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
í.

j.
k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.

q.

r.
s.
t.
u.

minutes each) that you would
more
4
5
1
2
3
Check

Meiosis and mitosis
Sexual reproduction
Asexual reproduction
Reproductive systems, invertebrates
Reproductive systems, vertebrates
Reproductive structures, male and female
Plant reproductive cycles, generalized
Reproductive problems
Breeding cycles, animals
Menopause and menstruation
Hermophroditism and gynandromorphism
Factors influencing reproduction
What the study of reproduction must reveal
Fertilization patterns
Embryonic development, theories
Embryonic development, stages
Nutrition in developing systems
Totipotency experimental methods
Problems of development, unsolved
Aging

Death

Others? (Please specify)

SYSTEMATICS

Circle the number of periods
devote.

(50

minutes each) that you would
more
4
3
2
5
1
Check

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

classification
Development of taxonomic schemes
Hierarchy of classification groups
Principles

of

Species concept
Treatment of higher categories
Criteria for classifying animals
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Check
g.

h.
í.

j.

Criteria for classifying plants

Systematics of Homo sapiens
Modern approaches to taxonomy
Taxonomic problems, unsolved
Simple Plants

k.

Bacteria

Cyanophyta (Blue -green algae)
m. Flagellates (Euglenophyta, Chlorophyta)
1.

n.
o.

Protozoa ?

Algae Groups (Rhodophyta, Chrysophyta, Pyrrophyta,
Phaeophyta, and complex Chlorophytes)
p. Fungi
q. Lichens

Advanced Plants

r. Conditions necessary for land plant survival
s. Bryophytes
t. Tracheophytes (early vascular plants)
u. Early seed plants
v. Flowering seed plants
Special Groups

Viruses
x, Rickettsiae
w..

Animal Groups

Animal defined -- classical and modern views
Criteria for distinguishing animal phyla
aa, Major animal phyla
bb. Minor animal phyla
cc. Vertebrate classes
dd. Animal phylogeny
ee. Origin, multicellular animals
ff. Echinoderm and Annelid Superphyla
gg Molluscan classes
y,
z.
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Check

classes
ii. Problems of terrestroa; ;ofe

hh. Arthropod

Cl

Others? (Please specify)

E VOLUTION

Circle the number of periods (50 minutes each) that you would
devote

1

2

3

4

5

more

Origin of Life
Check
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
1.

Problems regarding life's origin
Oparin's hypothesis on the forerunners of life
Evolution of life, early stages
Course of evolution
Characteristics of life
Possibility of life on other planets
Major tendencies in the history of life
Concept of evolution

Principles and theories of evolution
Evidences of evolution
Mechanisms of evolution
Characteristics of evolution
Descent: Paleontology

m. Geological time concept and table
n. 02 and evolution
o. Cambrian and Ordovician seas
p. Age of fishes
q. Land invasion by plants

r.
s.
t.
u.
v.

Permo- Carboniferous period
Mesozoic: age of reptiles
Replacement of lesser groups within aquatic
environments
Replacements among terrestrial forms
History of mammals
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Hominal Radiation
w.

x.
y.

Check

Human evolution
Fossil men
Early Homo sapiens

Racial origins
aa. Man's human evolutionary history
bb. Unsolved problems of evolution
z.

Others? (Please specify)

ORGANISM- ENVIRONMENT

Circle the number of periods
devote.
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

(50

minutes each) that you would
4
5
2
3
1
more
Check

Organisms, unicellular and multicellular contrasted
Species
Species interbreeding barriers
Evolution of species
World populations contrasted
Population dynamics
Malthusian theory of population growth
Limiting and balancing factors, population growth
Social populations -- insects, vertebrates, humans
Population distribution - - aggregation
Biotelemetry

Ecosystems and Communities
1.

Biotic community

m. Food chains and pyramids of energy
n. Laws of thermodynamics

Interspecific competition
p. Interspecific reactions
q. Biogeochemical cycles - -H20, C, N, and 02
r. Human environment -- present and future
s. Mankind as one species
t. Environmental health problems
o.
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Biosphere and Habitat
u.

Check

Global environment -- lithosphere, atmosphere,

hydrosphere
v.
w.

x.
y.
z.

aa.
bb.

cc.

Biogeography -- historical vs ecological
Terrestrial habitat
Fresh water habitat
Marine habitat
Historical biogeography
Biogeographic regions of the world
Species dispersal and isolation
Changing biotas and geography

Others? (Please specify)

HEALTH AND DISEASE

Circle the number of periods
devote.

(50

minutes each) that you would
4
5
more
3
2
1
Check

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
P.

q.

r.
s.
t.

Disease, defined
Disease, theories of
Disease, symptoms and diagnosis
Bacterial diseases, common types
Viral diseases, common types
Deficiency diseases
Human hereditary diseases
Functional (glandular) disorders
Fungal infections, common types
Parasitic and animal -like protist infections
Digestive disorders
Blood diseases
Visual defects
Kidney diseases
Cancer
Tumors
Cardiovascular diseases
Allergic reactions
Mental aspects of disease
Body defenses against disease
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Check
u.
v.
w.

Public health services
Advances in medical techniques since 1850
Technology, disease, and pollution

Others? (Please specify)

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

Which approach would you suggest as being most fruitful
for our non - science majors?

Check

a.
b.
c.

Historical approach
Principles approach

Fundamental concepts -classical approach
d. Evolutionary approach
e. Levels approach

Others? (Please specify)

Would you include any of the following as study aids?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Check

Review questions

Collateral readings
Summaries
Problem solving exercises
e. Common prefixes, suffixes, and anatomical
terms of biological usage
Others? (Please specify)

Do you

feel that a laboratory should accompany this course?
No

Yes
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Using a rating scale of 1 through 11 respectively, indicate the
sequence (order) that you would prefer teaching the content areas
below.
Rank
History - Philosophy - Methodology
Molecular concepts

Energetics and metabolism
Form - Function
Cybernetics
Genetics
Reproduction and development
Systematics
Evolution
Organism- Environment
Health and disease
Other patterns? (Please specify)

Personal Data: Please Circle
Highest degree held:

In what

M. S.

Ed. D.

Ph. D.

Sc. D.

honorary
doctorate

Indicate
Specialty

field?

Presently engaged
In a:

M. A.

in: teaching

Junior college

research

four -year college

Would you like a digest of the

results

specify other
University

of this study?

Yes

No
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INQUIRY NUMBER

2

Mathematical Concepts
There is a general feeling in the biological community, as well
as in related disciplines, the physical sciences and mathematics, that
by and large, biological instruction is often too qualitative. It is
believed that beginning students in general education courses may be
unaware of the spectrum of the application of mathematics to their

area

(humanities, social sciences, etc, ). These statements
would suggest that quantitative concepts should be incorporated into
general education courses in the biological sciences. Yet, there are
other science educators who advocate that only minor emphasis
should be given to this phase of the course for a non- science major.
of study

Would you spend time helping
students to understand and to
develop skills in calculations
and /or quantitative relationships governing any of the fol-

lowing?

YES

NO

.

Check those
that apply

negative algebraic numbers

a.

Positive

b.

Mendelian ratios -- genotypes and
phenotypes

o

c.

Expected gene frequencies in population
(applying Hardy- Weinberg Law)

o

d.

Probability occurrences

-

(a

priori, empiric,

sampling)
e.

Binomial expansions, applied to probability

occurrences
f.

Simple fractions

g.

Variance of
S

2
=

E(X

a

sample of data

-X)2
N
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h. Measure of central tendencies: i. e.

--N)

Mean (X
i.

mode, and median

;

Standard deviation
S. D.

/E

=
I

X)2

(X N

J.

Chi Square Test

o

k.

Cell dimension computations

o

1.

m.

Temperature conversion -- i, e.
Fahrenheit to Centrigrade (F = 9/5
or vice versa

C +

320)

Conversions -- Metric -English measurement
units

n.

Efficiency of machines

o.

Dietary needs, expressed in calories

p.

Amount of work done

q.

Surface - volume ratios
2

(V

=

C'X3) or

=

V

CX
C X3

=k

x

r. Atomic weights
s.

Molecular weights -- i. e.

t.

Brownian motion -- quantitative relationship
governing
2

(AX

RT
N

=

D(1RTVP)

At
3rr

nr

)

u.

Osmotic pressure - -i. e.

v.

I. Q.

(I' Q'

M

n

=

determination
Mental age X 100
Chronological age

)

nrT
V
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w.

Energy content of light, using Planck's
formula (E _ he )

x.

Respiratory quotient

k

CI

CO2
(R. Q.

Y

O

)

-

-i. e. between two gases

2

Ratio of the conc. of the dissociated and

undissociated species:
(K -

z.

=

[M-] [C +]
[MC]

Population growth calculations or
potential multiplication of an organism

aa. Rate reactions proceed

(R

=

[B]

k[A]

bb. Amount of a substance (gms) utilized or
formed in a reaction

Others? (Please specify)
Circle the number
devote

of

periods (50 minutes each) that you would
1

2

3

4

5
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SPECIAL DIRECTIONS

Please select only those scientists whose contributions best

illustrate SCIENCE

AS A PROCESS (the

development of biological

theories), rather than the accumulation of specific items
tion.

of

informa-

INQUIRY NUMBER

3
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Men of Science

During the past 5 years, there has been a trend toward
emphasizing the historical contributions of men of science. The
scientists listed below are found in 2 or more biology textbooks
designed for use in college introductory courses.
Check once the men you would
mention and whose work would
receive explanation. Check
twice those that you would include in more detail.
Abbe, E.

Allard, H. A.
Allee, W. C.
Angstrom, Anders
Aristotle

O
O

0

Arnon, D. I.
Avery, O. T.

Buffon, Comte de

Burnet, M.
Butler, S.
Calvin, Melvin

Bacon, Francis

Baer, K.E. Von
Balbiani, E. C.
Banting, F. G.
Barr, M. L.
Bateson, W.
Bayliss, W. M.
Beadle, George
Beaumont, W.
Becquerel, A. H.
Bernstein, J.
Bernard, Claude
Benzer, S.
Best, C.H.
Blackman, F. F.
Bonnet, C.
Bonner, James
Borthwick, H. A.

Boveri, Theodor
Boyle, Robert
Boysen- Jensen

Brachet, J.
Brien, P.
Bridges, C.
Briggs, R.
Brown, Robert
Buchner, Edward

D

D

O

D

Cannon, W. B.
Carson, R.
Castle, W. E.
Chargaff, E.

Chase, M.
Cohn, F.
Conklin, E. G
Copernicus, Nicolaus
Crick, F. H. C.
Crow, J.F.

Correns, Karl
Curie, Pierre and Marie
Cuvier, Georges

D

Dalton, John
Danforth, C. H.
Darwin, Charles
Darwin, Francis

D

D
D
C

o
o
o
o

o
C

o
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DeSaussure, Nicholas
Descartes, Rene
DeVries, Hugo
Driesch, Hans
Dubois, Reymond Emil
Dutrochet, R. J. H.
du Vigneaud, Vincent
Eijkman, C.
Einstein
Elton, C.
Englemann, T. W.
Fabre, Jean_ Henri
Fischer, Emil
Fleming, Alexander
Fox, Sidney, W.
Fraenkel -C onrat, Heinz
Frisch, Karl Von
Funk, Casimir
Galile i, Galileo
Galen, Claudius
Galton, F.
Galvani, Luigi
Gamow, G.

Garner, W. W.
Garrod, Archibald
Gauss, K. F.
Gesner, Konrad Von
Golgi, Camillo
Grunberg- Manago M.
Grew, Nehemiah
Griffin, D. R.
Griffith, F.
Gurdon, J. B.
Haeckel, Ernst
Haldane, J. B. S.
Hales, Stephen

O

D

Hofmeister,
E

O

O

O
O
D
D
D
O
O

D

W.

LI

Hooke, Robert

L]

Hopkins, F. G.
Hubel, D. H.
Hunter, John
Humbdolt, Alexander Von
Hutton, James
Huxley, I. E.
Huxley, T. H.
Hyman, L. H.

O
D
D
D

Ingenhousz, Jan
Ingram, Vernon
Isaac, Alick
Iwanowsky, D.
Jacob, F.

O
O

o

Janssen, Z.
Jenner, Edward
Johannsen, Wilhelm
Joly, J.
Katz, Bernard
Kendall, E. C.
Kendrew, J. C.
Kettlewell, H. B.
Keynes, J. M.
King, T. J.

o
o
o

D.

Koch, R.

D

Hasler, A.

O

Helmholtz, Hermann, von
Hendricks, S. B.

E

Hodgin, A. L.

Hardy, G. H.
Harrison, Ross G.
Hartman, P. E.
Harvey, William
D.

Henderson, L. J.
Hering, E.
Hershey, A. D.
Hess, E. H.
Hevesy, G. de
Hill, R. J.
Hippocrates

D

Kolreuter J. G.
Konigsberg, W. H.
Kramer, G.
Krebs, Hans
Kuhne, Wilhelm
Lack, D.
Lamarck, Jean Baptiste de
Landsteiner, Karl
Laplace, P. A.

D
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Lavosier, Antoine L.
Leakey, Harold S. D.
Lederberg, J.
Leeuwenhoek, A. van
Lehninger, Albert L.
Lewis, G. N.
Lewis, Warren H.

Needham, J.
Newton, Isaac
O

Lillie, F. R.
Linnaeus, Carolus

O
O
D
D
D

Lister, J.
Loeb, Jacques

D
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O
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Miller, J. F.
Miller, Stanley
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Minot, C.
Mirsky, A. E.
Mohl, H. von
Monod, J.

Moore, S.
Morgan, C. L
Morgan, T. H.
Moscona, A. A.
Muller, H. J.
Murphy, W. P.

Nirenberg, Marshall
Oparin, A. I.
Owen, Richard
Palade, G. E.
Park, Thomas
Pasteur, Louis
Pauling, Linus
Pavlov, Ivan
Perutz, M. F.
Planck, Max
Poincaré, H.
Prout, W.
Punnett, R. C.
Ray, John
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Reed, S. C.

Richards, A. N.
Robertson, J. D.
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Ruben, Samuel

O

Russel, B.
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D
D
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D
D
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D
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APPENDIX

B

EXPERIMENTS
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OBSERVATION OF THE CHICK EMBRYO

Objective

hours

To observe the early developmental
of age) of a vertebrate.

stages (approximately

90

-96

Materials

Fertilized chicken eggs
Finger bowl

.

75% NaC1

Dissecting microscope

Procedure
Stage 1. Store eggs at 20° C. Incubate eggs at 39. 4° C.
(What would these values be in fahrenheit?)
Stage 2. Hold the incubated eggs over a finger bowl containing
. 75% NaCl at 37.5°C until the blastoderm has had time to come
to the top. Crack the shell in the middle and empty the contents. Put the egg shell aside for later examination. Using
the dissecting microscope, examine the contents.

further observations are desired, grasp the
chaloza with a forceps, and cut around the embryo far enough
out to observe it. Place the whole preparation in a Syracuse
watch glass with a Saline Solution, Examine under a dissecting
micros cope.
Stage

3.

If

Results and Conclusions
Observe the embryo and egg shell. Make notes and sketches.
Use reference books to aid you in your interpretations. Write a
short report of your observations and their meanings.

Further Investigations
Observations of the chick embryo can be traced back to antiquity.
explain his observations? What was the nature of
How did Aristotle
his other biological works?
This experiment is a modified version of experiment 21, cited
in McBlair, William. 1965. Experiments in physiology. California,
The National Press. p. 87.
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT IN AN ECHINOID

Objective
To study the

early development

of the sand

dollar or sea urchin.

Materials
Egg suspension

Sperm solution
Medicine dropper
Syracuse watch glass

Thermometer
Dissecting microscope

Procedure
1)

2)

3)

Syngamy: Place a small amount of filtered sea water in a
Syracuse watch glass. Measure its temperature. Add a drop
of suspended eggs to the water. Place the preparation under
a dissecting microscope, and bring the eggs into focus.
Using a medicine dropper, obtain a drop of sperm solution
from the instructor's table. While looking through the
microscope, add the sperm to the suspension of eggs and

observe action.
Early Cleavage: Follow the development, take notes, and
take the temperature of the water when you have finished
your observation.
Later Cleavage: Obtain from the instructor a solution
containing later stages of development, Observe and make
notes.

Results
Notice proliferation, differentiation, and movement (migration
of cells). What changes have occurred between syngamy and the adult
form of these animals? Write a short report summarizing the results
of this experiment.
This experiment is a modified version of experiment 22, cited
in McBlair, William. 1965. Experiments in physiology. California,
The National Press. p. 91.
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CLASSIFICATION

Objective
To

illustrate the way in which taxonomic categories are

established, and to acquaint the student with the use of identification
guides.

Materials
specimen (lettered from A to J) that have been collected on
the field trip; or obtained from the laboratory collection.
Appropriate identification guides.
Sheet showing the actual classification of 10 specimens - to be
distributed close to the end of the session.
10

Procedure
1.

2.

3.

Carefully examine the lettered specimen at your desk.
Try to arrange them into groups, the members you think
show the greatest number of similarities. Try to arrange
these small groups into larger ones.
On a separate sheet of paper, set up a key based on your
groupings. If your selections have been made using sound
criteria, your key will reflect the genealogy or evolutionary
relationship of 10 species.
Using the identification guides provided, attempt to classify
each of your specimen by its correct scientific name as
well as its common name.

4.

classification groupings compare with those
currently accepted.
How did your

This exercise is a modified version of experiment two, cited in
Kimball, John W. 1967. Biology: a laboratory introduction. Palo
Alto, California, Addison -Wesley Publishing Company. p. 7 -8.
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THE EFFECTS OF AGE ON GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

OF VEGETATIVELY PROPAGATED PLANTS
Background
It has been suggested that the age of a plant influences its vegetative propagation, subsequent growth, and development. Three schools
of thought exist in this area. One group recognizes aging of the
meristems in perennial plants and denies the existence of senility.
A second group recognizes that senility occurs in plants, and that
continued asexual reproduction (vegetative propagation) by cuttings
and scions can lead to weaknesses of age. This group contends that
the peculiarities of the mother age, are transmitted to vegetatively
propagated progeny. A third group maintains that a tree is endowed
with perpetual life, presuming that the growing tips do not grow old.
A resolution of this difference of opinion would have important
practical applications in the fields of agronomy, forestry, and

horticulture, because

of

their extensive use of vegetative propagation.

Objective

determine the extent, if any, that age has on the growth and
development of vegetatively propagated plants.
To

Materials
Tomato,

Coleus, Geranium, or Potato Plants

Sand

Flower Pots
Humus

Procedure
I. Make a series of cuttings, from an easily propagated, fast
growing individual parent plant, and subsequently from the
clonal (asexual) offspring of these cuttings.
2. Place the cuttings in sand, and keep under suitable light
conditions and adequate watering schedule.
3. After cuttings are rooted, they should be transplanted to a
suitable container of humus. Adequate drainage should be
provided.
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4.

5.
6.

After the plants have grown to sufficient size, making cuttings
from them to provide a succeeding generation of vegetatively
propagated plants.
Repeat this procedure. Observe each group of plants of the
series for rooting capacity, growth, and development.
Compare each succeeding generation of plants with its

predecessors.
Results
Write a report on your study including: 1) Purpose of the
investigation, 2) Procedure used, 3) Interpretation of your findings.

This exercise was obtained from RIBS Curriculum Study. 1963.
Research problems in biology: investigations for students. Series
2. New York, Doubleday and Company. p. 145 -148.
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SPONTANEOUS GENERATION

Introduction

Microorganisms were discovered in the latter half of the 17th
century by Leeuwenhoek. During the 18th century there was a growing belief that microbes were connected with the rotting of meat and
meat broths, and with the fermentation of fruit juice. Do microbes
cause putrefacation and fermentation, or are microbes the result of
these processes? Do microbes appear spontaneously, that is from
non - living materials? If so, then where do the parent organisms
come from? Ouestions such as these lead scientists into heated
controversy - some believing and some not believing in the
spontaneous generation of microbes. Because microbes are very
minute, it is difficult to ,,nswer these questions by simple observation.
At the time of the

American Revolution Lazaro Spallanzani con-

ducted experiments in an attempt to answer these questions and to
refute (show to be wrong) the theory of spontaneous generation - the
theory that microbes arise from non - living material. His results
and his interpretation of them failed to convince those who believed
in the theory. Later Pasteur performed more carefully designed

experiments, which proved decisive answers.

Today we shall try to carry out experiments similar in principle
to those of Spallanzani and Pasteur. Our techniques are not an exact
duplication of theirs but are techniques developed since their day.
For example, we will use a pressure cooker or an autoclave instead
of the more elaborate procedure that was necessary in Pasteur's
day, and will avoid some of the glassworking by using flask with

rubber stoppers.

Materials
Straight glass tubes (7 -8 mm diameter), 30 cm long, 2
Bunsen burner with wing top, for bending glass
Triangle file
Rubber stoppers or corks, for flasks - 3 with one hole each to
receive glass tubes), 2 without holes
Straight glass tube, 7 -8 mm diameter, 8 -10 cm long
Bouillion cube
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Beaker, 1000 ml
Stirring rod
Glass funnel
Ring Stand (to fit funnel)
Filter paper
Graduated cylinder

Erlenmeyer flasks, 250 ml, 7
Heat source, for boiling broth
Autoclave or pressure cooker
Paraffin or sealing wax
Beaker, 250 ml
Forceps and wad of cotton
Procedure
1)

Using the wing top burner, bend the 30 -cm lengths of glass
tubing - one into a J shape -nd the other into an S shape.
Trim the tubes so that their shapes are similar to those in
the illustration on the blackboard.
.

2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

Insert them into one -hole stoppers.
Insert the straight piece of glass tubing into the third one hole stopper.
Dissolve one bouillon cube in 500 ml of warm water. When
cool, filter. The broth must be clear.
Pour 70 ml of clear broth into each of seven flasks. Number
the flasks with pencils. Treat them as follows:
Flask - Overall Control
Plug with solid stopper. Do not heat.
Flask 2 - Spallanzani's Control
Add 10 ml of water, Boil for 15 minutes. About
1

ml of the water will boil off, making the level
approximately the same as in the other flask.
Leave open.
10

Flask

3 -

Spallanzani's Experiment
Add 10 ml of water. Boil for 15 minutes, with
solid stopper resting at an angle in the flask.
At conclusion of boiling, plug immediate with
stopper. Seal with wax or paraffin. To do this,
melt paraffin in beaker. Apply a wad of cotton held
by forceps.
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Flask

4 -

Flask

5 -

Pasteur's Control
Heat in pressure cooker or autoclave for 15
minutes at 15 pounds pressure. Leave open.
Modified Pasteur's Control

Flask

6 -

Pasteur's First Experiment

Plug with a stopper through which the straight
glass tube has been inserted. Heat in the pressure
cooker or autoclave as for flask 4. Using paraffin,
seal the neck of the flask and around the tube where
it comes through the stopper.
Plug with a stopper through which the J- shaped
glass tube has been inserted. Heat in pressure
cooker or autoclave as for flask 4. Seal as for

flask

Flask

7 -

5.

Pasteur's Final Experiment

Plug with a stopper through which the S- shaped
glass tube has been inserted. Heat in pressure
cooker or autoclave as for flask 4. Seal as for

flask 5.
Put all flasks on a laboratory table, not in direct
sunlight or over the radiator.
Observations
Look for changes in the flasks each day for one week, then
weekly for five weeks. In your data book, record the date on which
the experiment is set up. Record changes in the clearness of the
broth as they occur, noting the number of the flask and the date.
Record any other observed changes in the broth (appearance, scum,
mold colonies, etc.) At the end of the experiment, open the flask
and note the odor of the broth in each.

Studying the Data

Consider flasks 2 and 3, which represent Spallanzani's
experiment. What difference did you observe in these
flasks during the five weeks?
2. How can you explain the difference?
3. In your experiment, flask 3 may or may not have developed
turbidity (cloudiness), In Spallanzani's case, the sealed
flask developed no turbidity and no putrid odor. But
1.
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his day denied that this showed microbes had
to get into broth from outside; that is, they clung to the
theory of spontaneous gere-2,rationo
4i How do you think they defended their point of view ;n the face
of Spallanzani' s evidence,-?
5, Consider flasks 4 to 7, representing some of Pasteur's work,
What is the function of flask 4 in the experimental set up?
6, Why did Pasteur provide openings in his flask?
How do you explain the result obtained in flask 7?
7e
8, Compare your observations of flask one with those of flask
Explain any likeness and differences in these
2 and 4,
results,

biologists

of

Conclusions

results of these experiments discuss the
questions that were raised in the introduction to the exercise,
In the light of the
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COMMUNITIES AND ECOSYSTEMS

Introduction
All humans have lived in biotic communities during their entire
lives. There is a tendency to become much more conscious about
relationships within the human population than the interrelationships
of species in the biotic community. Even students who are from farm
areas often do not see their father's business is an attempt to control
biotic communities by encouraging some species and discouraging
others. It is far more difficult for city students to see the biotic
community around them.

Reading about community interrelationships is not enough. It
is necessary to look at living organisms, look at where and how they
live, try to determine how they ffect each other, and perhaps measure

their relative size.
Objective

discover the structure of a natural community, nd how it
operates, by identifying as many interrelationships between species
as possible, by making measurements of populations of some species
in the community, or by making measurements in two or more
communities for comparisons.
To

Materials
Rope, 12 m long

Wooden stakes

Hammer
Study area: cemetery, pasture, forest community,
cultivated field, campus lawn, etc.

Procedure
Each group should be organized as a team. A leader should
be chosen and roles for data gathering should be assigned
to each member.
2) Choose a study area and decide what data you wish to collect.
1)
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Mark off the area in quadrants. The instructor will provide
you with a set of diagrams.
Study of Plants, Determine if the plants in the area are trees,
shrubs, or herbs; keep separate those that reach the top
(canopy), receiving direct sunlight, and those that do not.
Note also the presence of toadstools, mushrooms, and fungi,
as well as the proportion of the quadrant that is covered by
them. Take a sample of each plant back to the laboratory
for a later exercise.
Searching: Turn over stones, dead logs, or other cover,
Make notes on the kinds of organisms discovered and what
they are doing. Rough counts should also be made.
Soil and Litter Studies: These should be taken back to the
laboratory to be examined for the diversity of organisms
found. The density of organisms in the sample can also be
computed, since the area of the circle is known. You will
need these materials.
rubber bands
Plastic bags, 4 or more
Wire circle, 78, 7 Cm in
Glass marking crayon
circumference (encloses
Trowel
0,1 m2). This can be
Centimeter rule
made from a wire clothes
hanger.
Before doing the field work, label the plastic bags with the
team number and date of the field collection. The wire
circle is used to mark out the area from which the loose
litter is scraped. Place your litter samples in separate
plastic bags and tightly fasten them with rubber bands.
After the litter has been removed, use the rule to work out
a square of 10 cm on the side, and, with a trowel, dig up the
sample of soil in the square to a depth of 1 dm. Place
soil samples in a separate plastic bag, and fasten with a
rubber band. At least two such pairs of soil samples,
litter and soil, should be taken from different places in the
forest quadrants. In other kinds of communities, only one
pair per quadrant should be taken.
Netting Insects. Use a net to capture insects and spiders
that cannot be obtained by handpicking. After a series of
sweeps, place the net for a few minutes in a large plastic
bag containing several drops of chloroform. Sort the
organisms, placing them in jars containing alcohol or
formalin. Label all jars with team number and date.
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(NOTE: Pitfalls in this method may arise in that it will be
difficult to tell what the organisms are doing or even
8)

exactly where they live.)
Studying the Larger Animals. To study amphibians, reptiles,
and mammals, it is necessary to cover a larger area than
previously outlined. Since no major land area exist without
birds, and they are not active at the time the class is collecting, a few students might want to take on the special job of
netting birds at different times when the class is not in
session.
To obtain mammals, rats, mice, stray dogs, and alley cats,
it may be necessary to set traps. If trapping is not used,
do not overlook animal tracks, And don't forget man.

Studying the Data

Teams may wish to exchange data with each other for making
comparisons. This can best be done by placing all gathered data by
one team on stencils. Copies can then be made for all members of
the class.

Consider these kinds
1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

of

questions:

are the producers in the community? This can be
answered by naming species, or more simply by such terms
as trees, shrubs, and herbs.
Are the producers abundant, or are they rare? This may be
answered in general terms, or you may use density figures.
Does the community produce all of its own food.
If there are different groups of producers, which group
seem to contribute most to food production?
Are there various layers of producers ? If so, what
relationships can we find between them?
Who are the consumers in the community? Again, you
might cite specific species or use general terms such as
spiders, birds, etc.
Which consumer order are represented among the different
kinds of animals?
If you obtained quantitative data, what relationship should
be found between the numbers of a particular organism and
the numbers of other organisms that eats it?
Who
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your data supply evidence of predator - prey or host parasite relationships, or the scavenging, mutualism,
commensalism, or any other interspecies relationship?
How many niches can we describe? (NOTE: Where the
organism lives is not its niche, but the home may be a good
clue).
A survey of the community should raise more questions than
answers. In studying the data, a part of your task is to look
for such questions. Example: Has man, in any way,
altered this community? If so, were the alterations
beneficial or destructive?

8) Does

9)

Conclusions
Each student should write his own report of the project. It
should include: 1) the purpose of the investigation; 2) a brief
account of the methods used; 3) a summarization of the data; 4) a
detailed interpretation of those data in the form of a description of
the community structure and relationships.

Further Investigations
For the past two months, you have been studying plants and
animals. What is a plant? What is an animal? Are bacteria and blue
green algae plants? Considering the organisms that you discovered
in your community, which of these, if any, could live on another planet?
Cite the evidence for your answer?
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STUDY OF POPULATION GENETICS

Objective

determine the frequency of an individual human trait,
tongue rolling, by sampling and from this, to calculate the frequency
of the genes controlling the trait.
To

Procedure
Students will work in pairs. Each student will determine
whether his partner can roll his tongue.
2) Data from the class will be recorded on the chalkboard.
Data from other sections of the class will be supplied by the
teacher. Record your answers on the attached data sheet.
3) Determine the tongue -rollers in your immediate family- your brothers, sisters, and yourself.
4) Allowing for observational errors, does the tongue rolling
trait seem to be dominant or recessive? Clue. When a
trait is dominant, a marriage of two persons showing the
trait may produce children not showing the trait. When a
trait is recessive, a marriage of two persons showing the
trait produces only children showing the trait.
5) What does the Hardy- Weinberg principle apply to?
1)

6)

Calculate the frequencies of the genes for tongue rolling and
its allele for nonrolling, using the Hardy -Weinberg
mathematical formula: P2 :2PQ:Q2 (P is the frequency of
a dominant gene and Q is the frequency of a recessive gene).
You have already calculated the rollers; the non - rollers
may be obtained by subtracting from 100 %. From the study
of families, you have decided whether rolling is dominant
or recessive. The expression Q2 represents all individuals
showing the recessive trait, because such persons must have
two recessive genes. Calculate the frequencies of allelic
genes from the percentage of recessive individuals. First,
change the percentage of individuals showing the recessive
trait to a decimal fraction. For example, 33% _ . 33.
Next, find the square root of the decimal fraction. This
gives you the value of Q, which is the frequency of the
recessive gene in the sample of the population.
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7)

Is the frequency of the recessive gene larger or smaller
than the frequency of individuals showing the recessive trait?

8) Having determined the value of Q, you can now find the value
of _P, since P + Q = 1. What is the value of Q -- the frequency of the dominant gene in the sample of the population.

The phenotype data show directly the number of recessive
individuals. But they do not show directly the number of
homozygous dominants or the number of heterozygous
dominants, because both kinds of dominants have the same
phenotype. The Hardy- Weinberg expression P2 :2PQ:Q2
provides this information. The square of the value of P
gives the expected frequency of homozygous dominants
What is it?
The expression 2PQ gives the expected frequency of heterozygotes. What is the value of the expression in this case?
10) According to Mendelion principles, when both parents are
heterozygous, the children are expected to include three
dominant phenotypes for every recessive. In the sample,
is there a 3:1 ratio between individuals of the dominant
type (P2 + 2PQ) and individuals of the recessive type (Q2)?
Explain.
9)

Summary

List the steps by which the ratio of genotypes in a population can
be calculated from the phenotype when the trait is one controlled by
a single pair of allelic genes.

This experiment is a modified version of exercise 17.2, cited
in Student's Manual, laboratory and field investigations, 1963.
AIBS Curriculum Study. p. 334 -339.
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DATA SHEET

Class

Rollers

Nonrollers

Total

%

Rollers

1

2
3

all

Both Parents Rollers
Both Parents Nonrollers
1

Parent

of Each Kind

All Children

All Children

Children or

Rollers

Nonrollers

Both Kinds
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EFFECT OF POPULATION SIZE

- A

STUDY

IN HUMAN EVOLUTION

Introduction
Has the development of transportation brought about a reduction
in the number of undesirable hereditary characteristics? Some people
think so.

Before travel became easy, people tended to intermarry within
small groups. Only occasionally did people in distant communities
meet and marry. Now there is much intermarriage between persons
in widely separated communities.

explore the reasoning involved in this process, assume that
two small populations ( "A" and "B ") of equal size are separated from
each other by about 20 km, , and that little or no intermarriages
occurred between these or other populations. Then suppose that
population A contain some albino individuals and that the gene for
albinism is lacking in population B. In man albinism - the lack of
all pigment in skin and hair - is a recessive trait. Under present
experimental conditions the trait can be considered undesirable.
These individuals have no protection against sunburning. More
important, because the albino has no pigment in the iris of the eye,
the amount of light entering the eye cannot be regulated - hence, an
albino sees well only in dim light.
To

Suddenly, as automobiles become available, an automobile
salesman sets up his business in the village of population A. Population B has several enterprising businessmen too - a movie theater and
recreation center are started. Under these conditions, within a few
years, the two communities become a single, large, intermarrying
population.

Objective
This exercise seeks to determine how the formation of a large
interbreeding population, by the merging of separate smaller ones,
affect the number of recessive phenotypes, by making use of a model
to produce data bearing on the question.
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Materials (for every four students)
1)

2)

Beans, 160 brown and 40 white,
Containers for the beans, 2

Procedure
A.

In your model each of the two

containers represent a village.

Into one container, place 60 brown beans and 40 white beans.
The beans represent gametes in population A. Each brown
bean is a gamete bearing a gene for a normal pigment; each
white bean is a gamete bearing a gene for albinism, What
is the frequency of the gene for albinism in this population?
(1).
B,

C.

Since population B is the same size as population A, and
contains no genes for albinism, place 100 brown beans in
the second container,
Now determine the frequency of albino individuals that could
be expected to occur by random intermarriage (random
with respect to albinism, not necessarily with respect to
height or intelligence or other traits) in population A.
Designate the four team members, "1" "2 ", "3" "4"
Student 1: Stir the gametes (beans) in population A.
Student 2: Without looking into the container, draw out one
beano
Do likewise.
Student
Student 4: Prepare a score sheet, and tally the combination
(representing a zygote - a new individual) under
one of the three possible headings: Brown- Brown,
Brown -White, White- White.
Students, Return the beans to the container,
2 -3.
3:

Repeat this procedure 25 times, stirring the "gametes"
just before each drawing,
E. Rotate the assignment among team members, changing the
assignments after 25 drawings until 100 drawing have been
made,
Since population B contains no genes for albinism, drawing
from it is unnecessary. But further drawings are needed to
determine the frequency of albino individuals when the two
populations become one intermarrying population.

D.
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F.

Pour all of the beans into one container, mix thoroughly,
and repeat the entire procedure outlined above.

Analysis and Interpretation of Data
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

chalkboard, tabulate the data from all teams.
Which pairs of beans represent normally pigmented
individuals?
Which pairs represent albinos?
What frequency of albinos (expressed as percentage) is
expected in population A?
What frequency of albinos is expected in population B?
What frequency of albinos is expected in the large (A +
population?
On the

B)

Discussion
Many "undesirable" human traits (look these up) are inherited
in the same way that albinism is - through recessive genes. In all
probability, no human population is completely isolated, so some
mixture, however small, may have occurred each generation. Thus
the model, in which complete isolation of the populations and complete
mixtures are assumed, is an oversimplification. But it does

illustrate that increasing intermarriages between populations may
change the frequencies of the phenotypes,

Conclusion
Use your data to answer the question posed in the "objective"
of this experiment.

This experiment is a modified version of experiment 17. 3, cited
in Student's Manual, laboratory and field investigations, 1963.
p. 339-341.
AIBS Curriculum Study
.

